


It's the RPM <Idle IIlb tbal irma"
the geoa8ling sp:ed clbobbing.
Sman-diamda.' ctispnsahIe Wafer-
bobs fran Pfauter-Maag nmning at
400-500 SFM can tM8ll bob RPMs
fron 700-1100. and wOOctabIe RPMs
from 50-500, depending 00 the JIUDlo-
berofteedl inthe~.
The American PfauterlPfauter-Maag
WaferJ~ Hobbing System for high-
production gears and pinions offers
high-efficiency hobbing using:

Small-diameter shank-type
WaferTI-land Opti-Ga~hN hobs

Hob Data
Diameter
length
Number of
Threads

Class
Material
Coating
CvcleData
Feed Rate
Feed Scallop

Depth
Cutting SFM
Cutting RPM
Floor to Floor
Time (Min.)

Pieces per
Wafer™ Hob

WaferN
2.0"
7.5"

3
A
CPM REX 76
Tinite™ • Irx:reasOO machine UJOne and

e1Iiciency
• bnproved part quality
• Reduced process variation
• Reduced total piece cost

• Reduced total capital cost

Write or call for our paper on
'High Eft'iciency Gear Hobbing'.

O.OS"

0.0002"
400
765

0.25

27000

LimIted PartnershIp

1351 Windsor Road, p.o. Box 2950, Loves Park, IL 61132-2950 USA
Telephone 815-282-3000 • FAX 815-282-3075
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More cusome» around
dle world are tunling to
PMa'to mee; tlleirnwst
delntDulillg Slwper Clitter
needs. Here's why."
We 're imlOva1ors. PMCf hasn '(
stood pat on can venti una! shaper cut ~
ter technology. New approaches,
designs. and materials are in constant
development. And our unique
Isoform grinding PI1.1CCSS gives our
shaper cutters the longest effective
tool length available. Our cutters

average 251f lower cost per thou-
sandth of usable tool life as a result.
First ;11 customer suppon. PMCf is
rated No. I in "customer support' by
leading automotive, trucking. and
other industry OEMs. They've found
thst only PMCf has the design teams,
applications expertise, and modem
manufacturing technology to ensure
on-time delivery of a qualified product.
Product quality is assured throughout
manufacturing with SPC, and
advanced inspection equipment.
Here (0 slily. PMCf is in for the long

haul. Just look at the investment
we've made in modem
facilities. new equip-
ment, and people-
all committed to pro-
ducing the best gear
tools in the world.
But don't take our
word for it. Just call
(815) 877-8900 and
ask for the sales and
service support team
In your area.
Then put us to work!

FREE
Circle RIeder
SefvIceCMI

Number

1351 Windsor Road, P.o. Box 2950, Loves Park IL 61732-2950 USA
Telephone815-877-8900 • FAX 815-877-0264
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",.glearcutting shifted into' high
Horsburgh & Scott, Cleveland, Ohio, knows what it takes to be a world class gear
manufacturer, ..like using Crucible's CPM REX 20 steel for gear cutting tools that
run longer and better between snarpenings.
Crucible CPM REX 20 not only lasts about 50~ longer than M-2 or M-42, but

the tools are faster to' make and sharpen, Steve Lyncha, H&S too] room super-
visor, said, "When you find omethingthat grinds this easily. you think it'll never

Tools made of CPM REX .20. hold Up', but CPM REX 20 has handled the stop-and-go action of gear cutting bet-
are used for a variety of qear tel"than we could ever imagine."
cuttingl operations at H&S, According to Lyncha, the long-term savings far outweigh the greater initial. in-

vestment. "As long as CPM REX 20 is available, you could offer me M-2 at a
·1.00. a pound. and I still wouldn't buy it," he added.
CPM REX 20 is only one of nine CPM high peed steel pecified for gear cutting tooling in major automotive

and other heavy industrial applications. To find out more, contact your nearest Crucible Service Center or call
toll free: 1-800-P'AR, ..XCEL (]-800-727-9235)

Crucii'ble,
ServiceCe'nte,_-S
A DIVision of Crucible Moteriols Corporation
CIRCLE A-4 on READER REPLY CA!RD



CUT YOUR TIME
...with FIH,USA, yOUI kn'ow

exact:ly what
yOlul'r hOlbs wUI dol

FHUSA takes, the question out of gear hobbing
with hobs that am tested and ,certified-before'
they Ileave our pilant We, willi even IFAX our
state-of-the-art hob, test results ... before we
ship, Ilitiis your assurance' that each F:H!USA
hob you receive willi deliver the extremely
critical tolerances you expect-not ,only as
received new, but after each shalrpeninglo
the last usable edge' of 'cuttingl Ilife.

GMI

If you need consistent conformance to A or
AA standard's" specify FHUSA., .. the' hob that
delivers top quality by all standards. " ",AGMA,
DIN, liSO" etc.

For further information, FAX us. We willi return
FAX a ty,p:icaillhob report for yO'Uf rev;iew. GMI,
AO. Box 31038,. Independence, OHI 4413,1.
Phone (216) 642~0230. FAX 1(216) 642-0231.

1992 Olympics .' B.arcelol1a" Spain,
ISeethem ••• Slid visit the FHUSA 'factory.

CIRCL'E A·7 Oil READER REPLY CA'RD



dimensional probe head that a'llows taster, more accurate
testing oI profile and lead, Even the simplest Hofler model
is more precise than any competing machine in the industry.

Hofler products include the ZME series for cylindrical
gears, the EMZ series for universall gear measuring, and the
ZMC model for your most demanding IlaboratOrY,3-D and
bevel-gear applications. You can also choose from three
distinct software packages that run on a nsiworksd or stand-
alone IBM AT-compatible or H'ewlett-Packard computer.
Call today for Bteramre or' a.demonstration.

1-,800-888-1967Ext.51
Or see yom local zeISS representatrve.

ItS
We'veadded a new
,dimension in service
and support to our
advanced 3-D gear-
measuring machines.

If you haven't looked at us late'ly, here's some Ibig news:
Hofler CNC gear-measuring machines and softw"are now come
from the Industrial Measuring Technology Division
of Car'lZeiss, Inc." a world leader in coordinate
metrolog,yequipment

As the geal experts at Zeiss, Hofler is
now more' responsi\le than ever. Our fuU-service
locations across the U.S. provide whatever you
need-sales, operator tmining'" maintenance or
replacement parts.
An extra dimension in speed and precision.

All Hofler machines feature a unique three-

Carl Zeiss, Inc.

IMT Division
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*' WESTERN COLLECTIBLES ,.

IBOU!lht &; So'ld:

'* Bridles'* Buckles* Colthing'* Bits"* Books
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13101202-1340 (faxl,
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Gear D,e1b,urlr'iinlg

VEl ATILITY•••

•••the, GMI diffe,rence.
If you pertorm 'gear debuf,ringand chamfering
operations on gears, to, 36" 00, our NEW Mode'l
600 willi provide the versatility and fiI'exibiUtyyou
need~to, stay productive, and competmve. No
lightweight, the' 600 can M configured with up to
6, heads-for minishi.ngcperauens usingl your
choice, oI brushes" grindingl wheels (CBNI or
conventional)., rotary nl'es" etc.

More importantly. GMII willi custom design a
machine to, meet your exact needs ... often at a

GMI

cost below so-eajled standard machines. Needl
an open machine?' Closed w:ith automatic doors?
Autoloadl with P;i·ckand Place or Gantry feed?

We can ,de~lIivell'... on time ,and on budget, too.
That's another GMI di,ffer·encoEl'••• suppoMed by
some of the most knowledgeab!le' gear Ipeople in
the industry; Call or write for further informat.ioll,
today: GMI, IP.O.IBox 310'36, Independence. OH
441311.Phone (21'6)642·'0,230. FAX (216) '642-0231.
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lust got' IbeHe:r'-muchllbeHer •. ,I •

... with the Opal 420
Grindingl stacked g~ear.sisn't. new.
Cost ,effectively stack-grinding
heHcal gears to automotive industry
standards in less than 3 minutes
is. It's even bener when the same
machine g!r,indsaercspace, off-
highway or machine tool gears up to
24~ (61Omm) to AGMA 14 or better.
The machine." is the Opal 420.
It is perhaps, the' most flexible,
productive and accurate gear grinder
available for diverse gearmaking
requirements. It call accommodate
the newest dressable ceramic and

CIBN abrasives. or CBNlplated
wheels-whatever fits the appl.ication.
The Opal's eNC controlled dresser
assures quick and simple form
modMications, and minimal downtime.
Controlled by a powerful multi-tasking
HP computer, the Opal1420 offers:
bunt-in and remote dlagnosfics,
modem andl RS-23.2 links, and next
job programming, even while the
grinder-is operatingl, These are just
a few of the reasons why gear
grinding just got better... much IbeUer
with the Opal 420.

For further information contact:
American Oerlikon Gear Machines, Inc.
15200 Fo'itz lindustrial!Parkway
Strongsville, Ohio 44136
Phone: (216) 572-2100
Fax (216) 572-0985

a sullsldla'l' of
Kfinge!nberg GeatTlIC11nology. loc.

CIRCLE .A-11 en READE'RIIREPLV CARD,
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I QUALITY
II GEARS

UP TO AGMA 15.Mll-I-45208A & MIL -STD-45662
FROM A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PRODUCTION. INCLUDING

PROTOTYPE & EMERGENCY REPAIR/REBUILD SERVICE
SIZE RANGE: FROM UNDER I' to 48' DIAMETER

IRiei!shauelrIG,mundG,ears
Most TYipeIG;earsMalnulactured
Compl:ete to ICustomer SpecilicaUons

• METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
• SPUR, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• HELICAL. INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• WORMS. WORM GEARS
• SERRATIONS'. SHAFTS
'. SPLINES. INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
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M&M Preclslonsvstems
eNC ,GearlnsoectlonSystems-
worldwIde Solutions.
,Quality-from star1.toUnish. Our total process
inspect.ion capabilities can assist you in monitoring
gears, part blanks, and gear cutting tools such as,
hobs, shapers, shaver 'cutters, and, broaches. We'
also ,offer interfacing eapabllltles to transfer test
resutts to standard SPC modules for svalua-
fion/process monitoring.
IRenablllty-I'rue generatilve' Index, lead,and
IInvol:utetesting. Our generative metrology tech-
niques offer superior accuracy, efficiency and sim-
plicity ,over touch probe methods. Plus. these
techniques are enhanced bycomputerizedautoma-
lion and ana'IYSis.

Solutions-we offer standard or custom
engineered packages. Our technical support t.eam
will work with you on your specific requirements.
With ,our years of experience we will provide you with
superior traJnlng and after-the-sale tec'hnicall support.
Shown above" our 3012-4 ac Gear Analyzer is one
of a family of gear and ,gear cutting reel analyzers.
Dtller opt,ional inspect,ion, capabilit.ies include,
unknown 'gear; gear surface finish, spirallbavel and
Ily-poidl gears. worm lnspecnon, involute scrolls,
and male/female Ihelical rotor vanes. IFora ~ull co'I'or
brochure write or cal'llM&M PrecisronSystems Corp".
300 Progress Ad., West Carrollton, OH 45449-
Phone: 513-859-8273, Fax: 513-859'-4452.

... M&MJ:lt::I~I;'J3IQN
,SYS' EMSCCRP.
A'N ACM£.CLE,VElANDCOMI'I<I'NY
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Working Smarter,
ot Just Harder

I
I

10
t's a buyer's market 'Ihe c days on elutions for ourcountry's cconomi problems.

Everybody with acces s 10 a l.\I. camera ora publi her i telling u whal we need 10 do.

I _ sual.ly Iheir~ol~li~D involve either buying their bookou~pe ~relectin~ them to office.

__ Witbout di rm mg any ofthese proposals out of hand, 1,1might be WI e [0 remember

thai some approaches 10 the changing economic realities of 'the 90s lie in simple home truths

-the kind, 'ihal are not necessarily glamorous or "new and improved," but which work, One of

the e i the old standby of working" marter." These days it's not

e.nough to be "lean and mean" or" tate of the art." You also have to

be u ingevcry resource you have to the be t advantage - in hort, you

have 10 work smart a well a hard.

The articles inthis i ue of Gear Technology are all variation

on thi theme of working smarter. Ken Gitehel tirles his discus ion

on computers. in gear manufacturing. "Doing it. Right & Fa ter ... ,"

two techniques bound [0 appeal not only 1.0 the toughest. cost

accountant, but also to the "smart" worker. The second part of John

Dugas' article on gear finishing and Robert Endoy's 011 the funda-

mental of gear blanking, both provide important information for

determining which proce se are the best !!.ru!. most economical for

your paeucular need - which ha always been the "smart" ap-

proach. Paul Sagar's report on theeffect of temperature variation

on the accuracy of gear measurement is another variation on the

theme of "working smarter."

01.11' columns in thi i. sue are 31.50 a reflection of this theme.

"Management Matter" offers an altemarive accounting method

that may help to reveal. hidden costs in your operation and ways to

lower them that do not neces arily involve draconian cutbacks or

layoffs, In "Shop Floor." Bob Errichelle lists the I I) books no gear

engineer hould be without. vital sources of information for"work-

ing smarter," no matter what the economic climate.

By now, it should be obvious to everyone that no one, quick, painless solution to our

current economic woe i anywhere in the future, We will need every resource at our disposal

LO cope with the present situation - including multiple ways to work smarter. At Gear Tech-

nology we will continue to bring you articles that one way or another wi 1,1 help you increase

your supply of mar! approaches to your gear design and rnanufacturing challenges.

~~-
Publisher/ "diI.OT·in-Chief

PUBLISHER'S PkGE

MAVIJU NE 1 g'1I2 11



BIG REASONS
I

the New Dudley's
Gear Han,db,ook

Belongs on Your Desk.
(Pilus, an 8th YOUI May Like IEven M,o,re.)

11. A Hew APproach to Gear 'GeomeUy.
The new Dlldley's gives you the latest methods for generating conjugate gear tooth
surfaces, determining tooth surfaces generated by cutting, avoiding tooth undercutting,
simulating meshing and contact, and synthesizing gearing with improved criteria.

#2. State-of-the-art Coverageof Gear Tolerances.
Dudley's advises you ofcurrent ANSI, AGMA, DIN, and other standardized tolerances
-including the tolerance effect of'lunction, fabrication, and co t-for all types of
gears and appliearions, Plus new developments in measuring transmission errors.

#f3.A 'Complete Look at the Latest Gear Materials.
A full chapter lets you instantly access the properties, processing treatments, and
applications of the most widely used steels, cast irons, bronzes, zincs, aluminum alloys,
phenolic laminates, and plastic~-inducling recently developed techniques for vacuum,
ion, and plasma carburizing, -

#4. An Expanded InlemationallPers~ctive on Gear load Rating,

815 pages • 647 iUIIS.

Here's the easy way to understand and cumpare the latest r:Jting methods used by
AGMA, DIN, and ISO to rate gear capacity under most sties es-preseming factors
tha.t can serve as reliable guidelines for successful design.

IS. Critical Mew Coverage of Gear Vibration and Moise.
Dudley's now demonstrates how to detect, analyze, and solve
vibration and noise problems that can compromise even the best
designs=-whether they're still in prototype or already in the field.

'6, IEni1an<iedlJechniques for Gear lubrication.
Know when to choose splash or oil iet lubrication, estimate
cooling requirements and fla h temperature, determine proper
EHL film thickness, recognize and predict gear failure due to
wear, micro- and rnacropitting, scuffing, and scorin ',and select
the right lubricant for the right [ob,

111. The Latest Trends andllools in Gear Cutting.
Take advantage of the full range or technologies for gear
broaching and Shear-Speedgear cutting pIllS high-speed CNC
hobbing with TiNcoated hobs and hard gear finishing with CBN.

But perhaps the best reason to put the new DudJey's to work is
that you cantry it absolutely FREE. Just return the Order Coupon ...
or call toll-free 1-800-2-MCGRAW anytime, day or night.

For 30 years Dildley's has been the source for designing gears,
planning tooling for gear jobs, analyzing gear failures, picking the
best gear manufacturing process-for finuing fast, dependable
answers to most any gear question or problem.

Now that the new Second Edition has arrived, you'll find there's
rarely a reason to use anything else.

Clip or copy this coupon and fax or mail to:
McGraw-Hili, Inc., AU: R. Handler, 11 W. 19 St,
New York, NY 10011. Fax: 1-212-337-4092. I
Or call toll-free 1-800-2-MCGRAW and charge
to your Visa, MasterCard, or Amex card. Same
free trial privilege applies.

FREE TRIAl. ORDER COUPONI
QI YES! Rush me my 15-Da} Free Trial copy of
Dudl.ty~s ,Gtar HandIJook,. econd Edition (017903-4)
and bill me·' 75.001plus local tax, po tage,and handling.
If after 15 days I'm not completely satisfied] may
rerum the book and owe nothing.

CltylStatelZlp
P"'I'"}""rn' ·required on all orders tQ 1:'0 Bu•• ddr ess es.
Price subject tu cbaage.

II '03.RHOnL ~



The Top Ten Books for
Gear Engineers

Introduction
When I was new to gear engineering,

Wfound the array of gear literature' carce,
and the mforrnation . eatteredand con-
flicting. After inve ligating the mareri-
als avaitlable. 1 et the goal of creating
anannotated listing of the reference.
There are many valuable resources, but
for this article m have selected ten of the
best. The. e references. in my opinion,
are the most useful. and cover the scope
while minimizing redundancy.
Dudley IS GeoI Handbook. 2nd ed ••D.
P'.Townsend. ed, McGraw-Hili. 1991,.
:8l.5 pages. It ha been nearly thirty
years iacethe fir t edition of the 'Gear
Handbook was published. Overthe years.
Ute Gear Hafl.dbook has erved as a
valuable re ource for people who de-
ign. manufacture, and use gears. The

second edition has been extensively
revised and updated with two new chap-
ter on gear vibration and noise.

The Gear Handbook shares the
strengths and weaknesses of most hand-
books in that it is comprehensive but
eondersed, Nevertheless, it is a convenient,
ingle ource ror information 01'11 gears ..

A~ importaru feature of the handbook
is its exten ivereference lists. which help
gear researchers locate information.

The handbook comprises 24 chapters
written by 26 contributors. With so many
authors. some redundancy and incon is-
tencies are bound to OCCI.l1. This is not
necessarily a. di advantage though. be-
cause repetition and diverse opinions can
help readers draw accurate condusions ..

A1thoughlhe second edition is. better
organized than the firs!.,the index is till
too Iirnited :foreasy access to lnfonnatiou

The Gear .Handbook covers the fol-

IRobert IElnriche!Uo

lowing subjects in detail:
The theory of gearing. geartypes and

nomenclature, gear arrangements gear
tooth design, and detai led calcul ation of
geartooth geometry; Gear toleran es;
Gear materials' Engineering drawing
formanufacniring: 'Gear tooth loads; Gear
and bearing load rating; Gear failures;
Perform ance testmg; Gear vi oration and

nui e: Gear lubrication; Gear rnanufac-
hiring including cutting. die process-
ing. shaving, rolling, honing. andgrind-
ing; Bevel and hypoid gear malt ufactur-
ing; Cylindrical and double-enveloping
worm, and worm gear manufacturing;
Gear cutting tools; Gear inspection de-
vices and procedures.; and Tables of
numerical data. including wire mea-

urementdata, trigonometric function .
involute functions. arc and chord data,
and hardne testing data.
FundamelJtalso/ Gear .Design, R. J.
Drago,. Butterworths, 1988,. 560
pages. Raymond Drago's book isa
well organized, comprehensive treat-
ment of gear theory. gear fabrication
and inspection, gear failure and load
capacity evaluation. and gear lubrica-
tion. Mo t chapter include extensive
reference b t . and bibliographies. [
especiaUy like the bibli.ography that is
grouped by manufacturing method.

One ofthe strengths of Fundamen-
tals of Gear Design is its emphasis on
American Gear Manufacturers A so-
dation tandards and practices. This is
important because gearengineer should
be aware of the excellent information
available through AGMA.

The book contains good descrip-
tions and illustration of gear failure
modes. However, I prefer tile term

SHOPFLOOR
Add,ress your geari;ng ques-
tionsto olur panel 'of experts,
Write 10 them caire of ,S,hop
IFloor. Oeall' Technology. Ipl,.O.
IBo.xI1426. Elk Glrove Villag,e. IlL
600091

•• ,olrcall ,our editorial stOlti
Sit (JOBt 437-6604.

"scuffing" over the acthor's terms.
"frosting" and "scoring."

The chapter on variable. static, and
low-cycle loading is unique For a gear
text, because it treats both bending yield
and contact yield analyse. The chapter
aJ 0 includes an anal)' i of subsurface
stre ses, which is useful for determining
case depth for case bardened gears ..

Ro'bert En;icheUo
is rhe princlpo! in
GEAR'1£: N. a sear
COI!S/I/ril!f( firm in
Mbafl},. CA. HI' isa
member of AGMA.
ASME, and a Registered
Professional Engineer ill
the Stat« ,,/Caii/limla.
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Drago's discu sian on gear lubricants
i. one ofthe best I have seen.
Gear.DriJle Systems,. P ..Lynwander,
Marcel Dekker, 1983.415 pages. m

like thi book becau e it contalnsprac-
tical information for the gear engi-
neer and for anyone else who is re-
sponsible for the specification and
operation of gear systems.

Gear Drive Systems empha ize
the gearbox application and discu e
installation. operation. maintenance,
troubleshooting. failure analysis, and
economics. For the beginning gear
engineer, there i a good overview of
types and arrangements of gear drives,
gear tooth geometry and kinematics,
and gearbox load rating. Bearings,
seals. lubrication ysterns, material

neer apportion the profile shift between
the pinion and the gear a that specific
sliding is reasonably controlled.

Tile chapter on load rating treats the
ISO-Maag method for calculating pit-
ting resistance and bending trength ..and

taag's method forcalculating scuffing
resistance whichi based on Blok 's criti-
cal ternperamre criterion.

The chapter on gear drive dj cusses
gear tooth profile and helix modifica-
tions, and the chapter on gear materials
and heat treatment covers the selection
and heat treatment of DIN steels.

An important feature of the book is
the English, German, French, and Ital-
ian dictionary of gear geometry term .
The Geometry of InJlOUlieGears, J. R.
Colbourne, Springer-Verlag. 1987,

and heat treatment, and rnanufactur- 532 pages. This is the best textbook
ing methods areal 0 covered. on gear geometry currently available.

Operators of gear drive ystems will An the equations are derived from first
appreciate the chapter on gearbox in" tal-
lation, which discusses coupling and
system alignment, and (he chapter an

gearbox operation. which di cusse ac-
ceptance testing, initial startup. and con-
dition monitoring. The last chapter cov-
ers maintenance andfailure analysis,
Maag Gear Book .•Maag Gear Com-
pany, '1990,435 page. This book has
been in great demand ever incethe

German version. Moag-Ta chenbuch,
was released in 1963. A revised edition
of the German version came out in
1985, and the first English version
Moog Gear Book, in 1990.

The Maag Gear Book gives a good
overview of European practices and
ISO methods for gear design and
analysis, including gear geometry.
load rating. application of gear drive ,
gear couplings, in pection, gear ma-
terial . and heat treatment.

The Maag Gear Book is well orga-
nized with helpful table and graphs of
data. The chapter on gear geometry gives
the essential equations for gear tooth data
and includes the best treatment I have
seen on profile shift (addendum modifi-
cation). The charts called "contact COIl-

dition diagram .. will help the gear engi-

1,4 G E·ART E C H N a LOG Y

principles and reduced to useful design
algorithms. The dear, straightforward
presentation makes compl icated gear ge-
ometry seem simple. Part ] covers spur
gears, and Part WIcovers helical gears.

Celbourne gives a design procedure
for internal gearsets mat treats fiUet inter-
ference, tip uuerference, axial and radial
as. ernbly, and manufacturing problem •
uch as tip trimming and cutter rubbing.

He explain gear cutting, including
.hobbing and shaping with pinion and
rack cutlers. Manufacturing engineer
will be interested in his discussion of
hobbing machines.

The last chapter covers calculating
contact stress and bending stress in heli-
cal gear teeth. and suggests everal im-
provements over AGMA procedures ..

An important feature of the book
is its many numerical example. which
gear engineers will find ..helpful for
checking their work and validating
computer programs.

The Geometry of Involute Gears will
be extremely useful to graduate stu-
dents, practicing gear 'engineers. and
gear researchers.
Gears for Small Mechtmisms, W. O.
Davis, N.A.G. Press Ltd., (London),

2nd ed., l~"O. 344 pages. One of the
bel way to learn about involute gears
is to study nonin volutegears. This book
pre ent the theory of both involute
and cycloidal gears. It covers the theory
and practice ofthe design ofvery small
gear, including friction and efficiency
of tooth action. Wt also covers the de-
ign oftools for cutting and generating

gear teeth and production and testing
of gears used in watches. recording
instruments.automatic control mecha-
nisms, and similar devices.

Davis's book deals with the special
problems presented by fine pitch gears
thai. are not solved by scaling down
copie of powert ran mi siongears, The
reader will gain an appreciation for the
features and Iimitations of involute and

cycloidal gearing. Extremes in the de-
. ign of involute gears, for example,
spurpinions with as few as three teeth,
are also explored.

There are good discussions on the
dynamic characteri tics of gear trains,
transmi sian error, and resonant vibra-
tion. Also included is the metrology of
fine pitch gears, design of gear trains.
and the e timation of gear tooth load
capacity, Although the book is rela-
tively old, most of the material is still
relevant to current gear engineering.
T.he ExactOrver-Wi.re MeasuremerJlo!
Screws, Gears, Splin.es, a.nd lJi:orms,
W. F. Vogel, Wayne State Univel'sity
Press, 1973, 230 pages. The indirect
determinacion of gear tooth thickness
by the measurement over wires (pins)
or balls i .3 popular techrnique,and
gear engineer . should under tand the
theory and cal.culations underlying thi
method. It is e pecially important to
understand the Iimitarions of wire mea-
surements; for example. odd-tooth he-
lical gears cannot be accurately mea-
sured with only two wires. Vogel shows
that they can be accurately measured
with three wires under certain condi-
tions. or with one wire with the gear



mounted on an arbor. or with two balls
under certain condition ..

Vogel give the derivation of the
equations for the over-wire mea ure-
rnent of involute spur and helical gear .
He also give a complete general theory
o:fwi re and ball measurement that can be
ued forthe e act measurement of gen-
eral screws, of either involute or
noninvolute profile.
Steel Seiection ~A ardd'e/orllllprolling
Performa.nce and Profits,. R. F. Kern
and M. Eo Sue s, John WUey. 1979,
445 pages. This book bridges the gap
between metallurgical theory and real-
world application .. Kern and Sues
present guideline for designing com-
ponent to reduce distortion and avoid
cracking during heat treatment, elect-
ing alloys, and specifying 'heat treat-
ment. They al 0explain how (0produce
gears, haft •springs. and fa tener •and
how (0 de ign against surface fatigue,
bending fatigue, (high and low cycle).
subcase fatigue" and scuffing,

All the major heat treatments are di -
cussed, includingthrough hardening and
case hardening by carbarizing, nitriding,
and induction hardening.

The chapter on electing steels for
carburized gears emphasizes the impor-
tance of hardenability and gives guide-
lines for proper teel election to obtain
adequate ca e and core bardenability.

Written for engineers. and shop per-
sonnet Stee} Selection i an excellent
resource for the gear engineer.
Th.e.lnj1'uellce o/Microsl'rtlcture Oil tile
Properties ojCase-Car.burized Compo-
Ilel.lis, ,G. Parri b, A M.1980, 236·
pages, This book is a must for the gear
engineer who designs carburized gear .
It gives an in-depth di cu. ion of the
complexitie and the significance of the
following microstructural features: In-
ternal oxidation. decarburization, car-
bides, retained austenite. grain size,
rnicrocracking, microsegregation, non-
metaillic inclusion. core properties and
case depth, optimum ca e depth. tem-
pering. refrigeration. grinding bums.
residual sires .. and hOI peening.

The clear, concise writing makes
the book a joy to read. and the contents
make it a valuable resource for gear
engineers. quality a urance personnel.
and gear failure analysts.
Machillery Vibration - Meamrement
olidAIIOlysis, V. Wowk, McGraw-Hili,.
[991,358 page. here has been a COil-

tinuing trend toward higher peed me-
chanical ystems, and a greater empha-
sis on refiabi.fity, efficiency, and con-
trolling vibration. There have also been
tremendous advances in the technology
of vibration measurement in the past
flfteenyears, Becau emodemgearboxe
must be reliable.efficient and quiet, it is
imperative that gear engineers be
knowledgeable in gear vibration.

Machillu}' Vibrati01I is an excellent
instructional tool for teaching how to
take vibration measurements and in-
terpret the result .The book i Intended
for operation and maintenance per 011.-

nel and assume that the reader has no
prior knowledge of vibrations. How-
ever, an undergraduate corn e in vi-
bration theory would be useful.

Wowk describes the basic concepts
of vibration theory, including mass, stiff-
ness. damping. amplitude. frequency.
phase. time versu frequency domains.
displacement, velocity. acceleration ..
steady tale versu transient vibration.
natural frequency. and re ·onance. He
focuses on conventional instruments to
measure machinery vibration, sach as
I.he fast Fourier transform (FFT) pec-
trum analyzer. Di placement. velocity,
and acceleration transducers arc dis-
cussed so. that the reader will gain a
working knowledge of the capabilitie
and limitations of each transducer.

Wowk also. presents several inter-
esting case histories that illustrate typi-
cal vibration problems. including im-
balance. mi alignment resonance, cavi-
ration ancl Gil whirl. and excitation from
gears. bearing'. pumps, and motors,

After studying thi book. the reader
will have knowledge of the technique
and instrumentation required to olve
common vibration problems ..• CIRCLE A·17 on READ.ER IREPLY CARD
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Doing It Right &Faster...
The Computer's Impact

on Gear Design &
Manufacture

IKenneth R. Gitchell
Universal Teehnlcel Systems, Inc..

Roc!kford,IL

Introduction: The availability of technica] soft-
ware has grown rapidly in the last few yean.
because of the proliferation of personal comput-
er. It is rare to find an organization doing
technical worktaat does not have some type of
computer. For gear designers and manufactur-
ers, proper use of the computer can mean the
difference between meeting the competition or
falling behind in today's business world. The
right answers the first time are essential if cost-
effective design and fabrication are to be real-
ized. The computer is capable of optimizing a
de ign by method that are too laborious to
undertake using hard calculations. As speeds
continue to climb and more power per pound i
required fromgear systems, it no longer is pos-
sible to design "on the afe ide" by u ing larger
service factors. Athigfl rotational speed a larger
gear set may well have less capacity because of
dynamic effects. The gear engineer of today
mu t consider the entire gear box or even tile
entire rotating system as his or her domain.

We will take a brief look at some of the

method traditionally used by the gear indu try
and mvestigate pos ible improvement umg
state-of-the-art. oftware rechnclogies.

Computerize the Right Stuff
hI the past. handbooks. rules of thumb. modi-

fication of previous. deigns, etc., were the most
commonly u ed design technique. Slide rules
gave way to hand calculators; the hand calcula-
tors gave way to the first desk top calculator •
and they gave way to personal computers. The
fir t computer program for gear design and :::gear 1 contaer lenn radius (SAP) = 0.30559
manufacturing were, tor the most part, cook- (incorrect)

book computerizing of industry standard and
design handbook formulae. Users were nor aware
Ihat programming the usual formulae for gear
design and gear tools can result in erious, unex-
pected problem . The formulae were used by
people who, often without being aware of it,
made judgments concerning the results as they
went along. The computer does not have the
ability to make any judgments without being
programmed to do so.

The following equations (marked "linear")
for the contact limit radii (Start of Active Pro-
file) for a pair of gears was taken froma text on
gear design and entered without. change intu a
computer. The numerical data is for a 20 V.P.,
13130 pur tooth gear et.

cd = operating center distance e 1.075

Gear I:
Ro l ::::outside radius e 0.375
RbI::: base radius = .0.3054.0

Gear 2:
R02::: outside radius = 0.800
Rb2 :::ba e radiu '" 0.70477

tpa :::arccos RI:> I + Rb2 = operating PA .:::20°
cd

Linear Equations (from text book):



:[ R.lc ]12
- _

Rb] -1 -

== roll angle at SAP I == 2.04085"
(incorrect)

R2c = .. I[cd·in(tpa') _~R012_RbI2] \ Rb22
-

gear 2 contact limit radius (SAP) "" 0.72057.

E.2cL =A/[ R'2C] 2-1 =;V Rb2

roU angle at SAP 2.= 12.19928"

The SAP diameter and roll angle for gear I are
incorrect. The value of

ed-simtpa") -~ Ro22- Rb22

is actually negative, but the computer, in precise
accordance with instructions, squared it anyway.

The fonowing equat.ions for the SAP of the
gears are much better suited to the computer, as
there i no. necessity to· quare a number that may
be negative. giving the wrong result, The roU
angle at the SAP is calculated directly ..

Roll Angle Equations:

. ...I[ Rol ]12

ERol="V RbI -1 =

roll angle at .oD 1 = 40,82629°

~

..[ R02]2
ER,02.=·· . --. -1 ==

Rb2
11"011angle at OD 2 == 30.77504°
E' = tan(tpa') = roll angleat operating pitch point
= 20,85396°

Elc = E' _ I[ Rb2]1.
Rbm

,(ER02 -6') = roll angle at SAP I. = -2 ..04085"
(correct)

, I[ Rb 1 -]-1 ER - E'E2c = E -. -- • L ·01- . ) =
Rb2

roll angle at SAP 2 = 12.19928"
The value of the ron angle at the SA..Pof gear

1 is negative. This. of course, is not possible and
Indicatesthat the tip of gear 2 is attempting
contact below the base circle of gear 1.

The "linear" eq aations tell us that the situation
i. as shown in Fig. 1..

Gear Mesh (Virtual Plane) Driver/Driven
I

Fig.l

Gear Mesh (Virtual Plane) DriverlDrivel'l
I
I

II .Fig..2

The figure shows the first point of eontact on
the driver to be at +2.04085". The actual situa-
tion is shown in Fig. 2.

It is obvious that if we believed what the
computer told us using the "linear"eq:uations,
we would have an unusable gear set. The nega-
tive roll angle produced by the "roll angle"
equations is the true situation and is easily een
by the computer or the operator.

Cases like our example are quite common in
the gear literature, The geometr-y of a pair of
involute gears lead naturally to the 1:1 e of equa-
tions for Ilinear dimensions squared. The use of
angles instead of lengths does :1I0t seem to be as
natural for human beings. However, the use of
angular relationshipsinstead of linear relation-
hips wherever pas ihl.e will keep errors to a

minimum, and computer code for gears hould
be written in this manner.

Analyze the System
When a gear set is to be designed and manu-

factured, the usual procedure is to consider it as
an independent mechanical pair ..The gears must.
mesh together properlyand carr)' the load im-
posed upon them for the required length of'tirne.
The gear unit may can istof only a single pair of
gears, or there may be many stages of the same
or different type of gear sets ..For a given total

Kenneth R. IGitche'l
is lire vice-president at
Universal Technical
Systems, /rIC .• of Rock-
[ord.ll: He is the author
of several gearing text-
books arid is a frequent
presenter at SME and
ASME met-lings.
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Table 1 - Minimum WeigbtTransmis ion System

Date: 0/0100'
Job ID: Trip.l:eReduction

Total System Ratio e 67.000
Sum (Fd2/C). min '" 349.041
Ratios listed are minimum weight ratios.

TR1PLE REDUCTION GEAR SET
(Pin->Gea.r->C.S.Pin->Gear->C.S.P:in->Gear)

Helical Gears. Low Pre sure Angle
Capacity Factor for Tooth Type & Pressure Angle = 1.30
Branche = 1

Ratio (I) '" 5.685
Ralio (2) = 3.725
Ratio (3) = 3.164

Cross Section
1.5

I I

I

.5

I- .5

-I

- 1.5i----r---r----r---r-
-I - .5 o ,5

Length from R·Axis

TECHNOLOGY

F

ratio. there is a combination of gear sets (maybe
.3 ingle set) that will produce the optimum
result The optimizanoa criteria may be reduc-
ing failures, increasing life, reducing noi e, mi ni-
mizing cost, maximizing reliability, minimizing
weight,etc. The optimum will usually be the
gear set combination with the lea ttotal gear
rotor volume: i.e .. the sum ofthe face * diameter
squared for all gear in the unit. The compUler]S
capable of quickly giving usthis information for
various combinations of gear sets. In addition,
for any combination of gear sets, there is only
one et of ratio which will produce the required
overall ratio and at the same time yield the
lowe t total gear rotor volume. The computer
can gi veus the "be t" ratios at the arne time as
the total rotor volume.

Fig. 3 is the menu sheet from a program for
minimum weight (volume) for gear units.

A gear unit may be made up of single set as
shown. or various sets may be combined.

A .Ill example. we will look at a gear unit
wi th an overall ratio of 67 to I. fi rst a a triple-
reduction. parallel axi unit, and then a a double-
reduction connected to a final planetary set.

Fig. 4 is a schematic for the triple-reduction
from the program.

Table] is thecomputer output for the triple-
reduction with minimum rotor volume. Any
other ratio combination that produces 67 [Q ~

will have a larger rotor volume factor (349.041)
and hence will weigh more.

Fig . .5 is the schematic for the double-reduc-
tion driving a planetary, Table 2 is the output for
the double-reduction driving a planetary with
minimum rotor volume.

The triple-reduction unit. even when made
with minimum weight ratios. would be more
than twice the weight of the double-reduction
and planetary at this overall ratio. Other combi-
nation would be lighter still. The po ible extra
cost oftbe parts for a planetary set would have to
be weighed again t the benefits of the smaller
volume and weigju, but the computer will fur-
nish solid data with. which to make (he choice ..

Since a gear unit is used to transmit motion or
power from one haft to another. it is alway part
of a larger system. Any rotating system has
natural frequenciesof'tor ional vibration ..(There
are as many natural frequencies as rotating masse
less one.) If there is an exciting ource which
produces pulsating energy input at about the



same frequency as one ofthe natural frequencies,
the system is said to be in resonance. The ampli-
tude of vibration will build up in such a system
until the exciting energy is dissipated by damping
in the system. Many systems containing gear'
units do not have enough damping to keep the
amplitude of vibration (and the vibratory shaft
torques) from becomi:ng destructive. The com-
puter can help us determine the natural! frequen-
cies of a rotating system, so that we can make sure
that resonance win not be a problem.

In order to determine the natural frequencies
of a system, we first need to build a mathematical
model. Fig. 6is from a computer program used to
detennine,among other things, the moment. of
inertia about the rotation axis for solids of revel u-
tion, The figure might represent a wheel or a gear
blank with a hub.

Table 3 is the output from the program for
solids of revolution.

Computers can also be used for finding the
torsional spring rate of the connecting shafts be-
tween the inertias.

Once we have all the inertias of the masses and
the spring rates of the connecting shafts, the
computer can quickly find the natural frequencies
of the complete rotating system.

For example, a simple six-mass system might
consist of an electric motor driving a rotary pump
through a two-gear reducer. The masses would
then consist of the motor, the input coupling. the
driving gear, the driven gear, the output coupling,
and the pump. Fig. 7 is a schematic plot of such a
system with the first natural frequency relative
amplitude plotted (the mode shape) from mass to
mass. Table 4 is the numerical output for the first
natural frequency. AU the natural frequencies that
are near excitation frequencies can be quickly
found, and if a resonance exists, the system can be
"detuned" by changing masses or shaft stiffness.

CODcurr,eot .Eogioeering
There is a move in American industry to use

"concurrent engineering" to develop a design that
can be produced inthe least time and at the least cost.

In the past, the design of a product was usually
done by the design department, the drawings were
produced by the drafting department, and then the
drawings and specifications were sent to the manu-
factoring engineering department. Little consid-
eration was given to the design and availability of
required tools or the capabilities of manufactur-
ing equipment at the design stage. These concerns

Table 2. - Minimum WeIght Transmission System

Date: 0/0/00
Job rD: Double Reduction and Planetary

Total System Ratio e 67.000
Sum (fd2/C). min: t 55 . .108
Ratios Listed Are Minimum Weight Ratios

DOUBLE REDUCTION GEAR. SET
(Pin->Gear->C.S.Pin->Gear)

Helical Gears, Low Pressure Angle
Capacity Factor for Tooth Type & Pressure Angle = 1.30
Branches : I

Ratio (I) = 4.395
Ratio (2) = 3.366

PLANETARY GEAR SET
(Pin-c-Planets-o-Carrier: Ring Gear Fixed)

Spur Gears High Pressure Angle
Capacity Factor for Tooth Type & Pressure Angle = 1.04

Actual Planets = 4
Effective Planets = 3.7
Ratio (3) : 4.529

Table 3 - Output From Solids ot RevloutloD Program

St Input Name Output Unit Comment
SOLIDS OF REVOLUT10N
Axes: Z-rotalion, R-radial

.284 rho
As 18.4068I6
V 1.8232757
MI ..00134009
M2 .51781029
Irr .00068583
Zc -.14201'55
Izz l .00125142
lzz2 .48355008
'l:z. .96635209

Ibrm3
in2
in3
llb-52/in
lb
Ib-in-s2
in
lb-in-sf
.lb-in2
in

Density of Materia]
Surface Area
Volume
Mass
Mass
Transverse Moment About R-Axis
R-Axis to Center of Gravity
Moment of Inertia About Z-A.x.is
Moment. of Inertia About Z-Axis
Radius of Gyration About Z-Altis

181 Natural Frequency-
mode shape (347 CPM)

t

F.ig.7

Table 4 - Relative A.mplitude & Torque

MassISpr# Rei Amp Ret TorqueReI Vel

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
[

1

1
.917067
.916273
.847166
.84388[

-.87842

5.97]19E4
6.02972E4
6.59]76E4
6.60926E4
6.65497E4

347.467 NAT. FREQ. O.
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Table S _.Opti31lum Gear Hob Designed by "Expert System"

.Drivel'
Non-Topping Hob #1 #2 #3

Tool Number
Nominal Pres lire Angle
Flank Angle
Tip to Reference Line
Tooth Thkk at Ref Line
Tip Radius
Protuberance
Root Diam ter

DEFAULT TOOL
20
20
0.125
0..1.571
0.025
o
1.3043

#1
2{l
20

.1157

.1571

.0157
o
1.3229

#2
20
20
.U5
.1571
.03

o
1.3043

DEFAULT TOOL OK

Table 6 - Output Sheet for "Expert' ystem" Program

(Press PI for fklp)

UTS
GC'.tr Allslysis

"'Denotes Input Data
"'Normal Diam Pitch
"'NormalPressure Angle -
*Helix Angle
Trans Diam Pilch
Trans Pre sure Angle
*FaccWidth

10.0000
20.0000
0.0000'

10.OOIX)
20.0000

1.0000

22
2.6000
0.0030
001000
0.0000

NON-TOPPING
= 20.0000
= 0.1250
= 0.1571
= 0.0300
= '0.0000

0..0451
0.1243
0,0[80.
0.2269
2.2000
2.0673
2.141.8
0.0000
2.181.9
0.0300
, TS#2

(Deg Rol!l)

(43.70)

(20.85)

(19.34)

*Number of Teeth
*Outside Diameter =
"'CUI Transverse Backlash _
"'Delta Addendum _
"'Total Normal Finish Stock =

H08 FORM DATA
"'Hob Pressure Angle
*Hob Tip \0 Ref Line
*Hob Toolh Thickness at Ref
*Hob Tip Radius
*Hob Protuberance

Hob SAP from Ref Line
Hob Space Width at Hob SAP
«O.3INDP) Normal IT at OD
Normal Tooth Thickness. (Hobbed) =
Pitch. Diarnetee, (Ret) =
Ba e Diameter =
Rool Diameter =
Max Undercut ==
Diaallnvolute-Fillet Tangent ==
Minimum Fillet Radiu -
Hob Tool Number =
Steel Gear

.15

.1

~ [nvolute Gear (Virtual Plane)

.05
I0---------

- .. 1

-.i5 ~.,..7---,._~_r____r__""T"'""_..,
.6

-.05

F.ig.8 .65 .7 .75
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were the respon ibility of the manufacturing
engineering department, and cooperation con-
cerning changes between the design and manu-
facturingengineers was ornetirnes difficuhaf-
ter the design was frozen. Usually new tools had
to be purchased because tools o.nhand were not
considered at the design stage.

The "concurrent engineering" concept requires
the design and manufacturing engineering func-
tion to be addressed right from the first design
specifications. Available tools and machine can
thus be considered as the design j developed.
Thi reduce initial manufacturing costs along
with lead times for new tools. Arty new tools can
be placed on order long before lite design is
fi.nalized and!the drawings sent to manufact:uring.
The computer can support this concept by fur-
nishing information 011 tools presently on hand
and, if not suitable, fumishillg specifications for
new tool long before the production drawings
are made.

• Selection of gear tools at tile desl:gn stage.
A good example of the u e of the computer in
concurrent. engineering is the selection of tools
required to make gears during the design of the
gears. Table 5 is from an "expert system" gear
design program at the stage where the program
has designed an "optimum" gear hob. The pro-
gram designed 110bis listed as the "default 11001."

and two morehobs that are pre eatly on hand are
listed, along with their tool numbers and ,cutting
edge geometry. The designer may then complete
the design analy is using the new hob designed
by the program or he may use one of the hobs
already 011 hand. Table 6 is the output. heet for
the program. Hob 2 was selected and the analy is
completed using this hob.

• Design data/or molded gears. Gears made
of plastic or powdered metal require a mold of
proper ize and shape. Mold for the e gears
must take into account the fact 'Ihal the plastic
material shrink when cooling, and the pow-
dered metals : omet:imes change shape when
being sintered .

The steel molds have usually been made by
machining an electrode and then using the elec-
trode to produce the mold! by electric di charge
machining. This required long lead times to
procure a special hob to cut the electrode to the
oversize dimensions required. for the mold, cut
the electrode. and machine the mold. Many times
t.he part. did not meet the dimensional require-



ment , and Liteprocess had to be repealed.
A more direct method of making the mold can

be used if coordinates of the mold are available.
This method is called wire electric discharge
machining. A wire is used as an electrode, and the
wire is moved in accordance with a programmed
path, producing the mold cavity, The coordinates
must, of course. take into account the shrinkage of
thematerial, The computer can quickly produce
the required coordinates. Tih.e necessity for the
gear- shaped electrode and the tooling required to
male it, amongwith the lead time. are eliminated.
If any changes to the mold are neces ary, a cor-
rected et.of coordinates can be quickly produced.
Fig. 8 hows the gear tooth and rhe required mold.
(Only one tooth is shown. but. of course. coordi-
nates for the entire mold are produced.)

Pfototype Design and Testing
The traditional method Qf proving a design is

to builda prototype and subject it to Ie ting that
imelate the service for which the equipment is

CO be produced. In manty case •theprototype fails
the test and must be altered and tested again. The
computer can help IlS by utilizing opbisticated
oftware 10 identifypossible problem before the

prototype is built and tested. Thi can result in
considerable saving of costs and lime. as building
and testing are very expensive.

• A high-speed precision gear set problem. A
precision ground Class Q12. 8 DP. 34/B3 tooth
gear set is designed to transmit 2,000 H::::Pat 2~jOOO
RPM. The lubrication was 10 be with MTl-L-
23699 syntltetic turbine oil at ),60°F. The et was
built and tested. The surfaces of the teeth showed
distress almost immediately and the test wa
aborted. The failure was diagnosed a .hot scoring
due to the lubricaatbeing raised above :its flash
po:int :in the mesh. Another et of gears was made
with the proper amount of tip relief and retested
with no further difficulty.

A compu.ter analysis of the gear might have
saved the time and expense of the failure ofthe
fir t prototype. fig. 9' ~s a computer-generated
plot ofthe lubricant. temperature r:i e fromlhe
start of active profile to the O.D ..of the pinion for
the first prototype. Table 7 i .the computer output
for the hot coring probability for various oils.
Notelhat the scoring probability for MIL-l-23699
i Mo/!.

Fig. lflis a plot of the lubricant temperature
rise for the second prototype with the tip relief
applied, Table 8 shows the hot scoring probability
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Table 7 - Seoring P.robabilily ~Non~.Reactive AGMA & AEOils

Flasb AGMA Score Prob SAE Seore Prob SAE Seore Prob
I

413°P Gear Oil Crank Oil Gear Oil
#1 98% #5W Over 99% #75 Over 99%

94% Over 99% 95%
#12 87% #IOW Over 99% #80 95%

69% Over 99% 20%
#3 49% #20W Over 99% #90 17%

23% 57 2%
#4 23% 120 Over 99% #140 2~

I 7% 66% UDder 1.%
#5 17% #30 66%

5% 35% MIL-L-
#6 5% #40 35% 23699 64%

2% 11.%
#7 2% #50' 11%

Under 1% 3,%
#8 Under 1%
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Table 8 - Scoring Pl'obabiUty - Non-Reactive AGMA & SAE Oils
Flasb AGMA Score Prob SA:Jj; ScoreProb SAE Score Prob
3l7°F GearOi,1 Crank Oil Gear Oil

#1 [2% #5W 61% #75 61%
6% 39% 7%

, #2 3% # lOW 39% #80 7%
I Under 1% 19% Under 1%

I
#3 Under ~% #20W 19% #90 Under 1Cl-

Under ~% Under 1% Under 1%
#4 Under 1% #20 1.9% #140 Under 1%

Under ]% Under 1% Under .1%
#5 Under .1% #30 Under 1.%

Undcrl% Under 1% 10%
#6 Under 1% #40 Under 1% MlL-L-

Under 1% Under 1% 23699
I#7 Under 1% #50 Under 1.% I

I Under J% Under J% I

#8 Under 1%
Under 1%
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for the econd prototype. Note that the coring
probability for M[L-L-23699 i now only 10171.
If the probability of scoring had been checked
before the first prototype was built and tested,
the expense of tile 'first gear set andtesting might
have been avoided.

•An internal gear set geometryproblem. Fig.
U is a computer plot of an internal pur gear et
with a 17-looth pinion driving a 46-100th inter-
nal gear. The gear set is designed in accordance
with standard handbook dimensions. The gears
are to be molded and have full eireu lar fillets, On
the pinion the fillet start at the base circle. It is
obvious that the tips of the internal gear teeth are
interfering with the pinion mots. A test of a
prototype would certainly have found this prob-
lem, but new molds would have to. be made to
correct it

Computer software can be used to generate
th.e plot from only the production pr:int . Thi is
an advantage because the e.not the engineering
data, which never reaches the shop floor, are the
only documents the manufacturing department
sees. The prcducttonprints control what is built.

Design Optimization.
Without the help of computer software writ-

ten with it. in mind, design optimization seldom
takes place. Once a design is obtained that meet
the requirements of a job, the process. usually
stop. It i .hard to justify spending more lime 0.11

improving a successful design when it i not
knows if there will be a payback. The optimiza-
tion should be done at the same time as the initial
de ign work.

A an example, we win look at the probabil-
ity of scoring for a gear set. The temperature
rise in a gear mesh is dependant upon, among
many other things, the load and rate of sliding
between the teeth. For most gears with some tip
relief. there are two zones of high temperature
ri e. One zone occurs when contact is between
the first point of contact and the pitch point
(where sliding is zero), and the other zone is
between the pitch point and tile outside diam-
eter. Fig. 12i a computer plot of the tempera-
ture rise vs. the location on the tooth from the
first point of contact to the on. The tempera-
ture ri eis maximum between the start of action
and the pitch point, In this case it is about
1.57"F. The scoring prebability is about 28%
for the lubricant being used.

With a small change in the outside diameter.



of tile gears, it is po sible to decrease tile rise
between the start of action and the pitch point at
tbe expense of increasing the rise between the
pitch point and the 00. When tbey are both the
same, we have optimized the coring probability
controlled by gear geometry. Fig. 13 is the plot
after optimization. The rise is now about 144°F,
and thepro'bability of scoring has been reduced
from 28% to 20o/t.

The cost of the improvement is only the cost
for gelling the gear geometry right. The tooling
co t remain exactly the' arne for either design. A
small amount of hme asking "wllat if' with com-
puier software de igned for this type of interae-
rion can payoff quickly with a better design at no
extra COSL.

Communication with Management
Personnel

Good computer software can make communi-
cation between technical and management per-
onnel much easier, In many ca e "management

personnel may hot have the time lo get into the
technical i lies, resulting in lack of management
backup ..This can cause delays in adoption of tile
Iatest technologies and even result in delays in
production caused by a manager's need to dig for
the information he or ne need to make a proper
decision. Showing a busy manager a long li I of
numbers and trying to explain whatrhey mean can
tak!ea lot of time and be fro trating for both
partie . C:0mputer graphics that can be quickly
generated to make a problem immediately clear
are most welcome to busy people.

As an example, we will look at. a system
reliability report on a system. containing nine
bearing. The required life of the system is 9,000
hours. Each bearing has a calculated life that is
different. and so the likelihood that each bearing
w.in run 9,000 hour L different The total. reliabil-
ity of the system is 43.6%. We wish to improve the
overall reliability of the sy tem, Table '9 is the
computer data in table form.

be information is in the sable to decide the
best cour e to improve the sy tern reliability, Fig.
]4is the same data in graphical form. From the
graph it is immediately apparent that the reliabil-
ity of bearing 3 is the main problem. It is apretty
safe bet. that a busy manager would rather be
presented witb the graph than with the (able.

Summary
U e ofcomputer inpreductdesignandmanu-

:facturing i now tairly routine. However. to get

Table 9' - Anti.Frictioo,8ea:ring System ReUabllity

Br:g# 8-10 Life Required Life ReUabUit
I. 22150Hr 9000 HE 96.4%
2 18450B} 9000 Hr 95.6%
3 32S0Hr 9000 Hr 70..7%
4 26500 Hr 9000Br 97.1%
5 34600Hr 9000Hr 97.8%
6 52350Hr 9000Hr 98.7%
7 9360 Hr 9000Br 90.4%
8 7840 HI 9000Hr 88.4%
9 8633 HI' 9000 HI' 89.5%

System 9000Hr 43.6%
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the best results, it is important to keep the fol-
lowing helpful hints in mind.

• 00 not simply computerize cook book
formulae. Instead. first organize the underlying
mathematics properly ..

• Analyze and optimize the total system by
first defining and t1'l.enfocusing on your objec-
tives. lIch a reducing failure. increasing Iife,
reducing noise, reducing cost. reducing lead
times. etc,

• Use theconcurrentengineeringapproacb to
develop product and tooling designs up front.

• Cut down 011 trial and error by de igning
correctly to start with.

• Use graphics to present your results to your
colleague and to management. A picture is
worth a thou and words .•
A version of this article was presented at the
SME Advanced Gear Processing and Manufac-
turing Clinic, Il'ldia~lapoiis, IN, September 17-
19,199/.



Gear Finishing by
Shaving, Rolling &
Honing - Part II

J:ohn 'Po 'Oulgas
IN!ati,onal! B:roaiCh & lMalchine Co.

IMI.Cil!emens, MI

The first part of this article, which has been
excerpted from Dudley's Gear Handbook, 2nd
ed., covers rotary gear shaving and appeared in
our March/April is lie.

Gear RoD-Finishing
Gear ron-finishing is a fast and economical

means of finishing the gear teeth of helical
gears. Helical overlap is required in order to
insure the smooth flow of material across the
entire gear face.

Due to the speed at which gears are finished.
this process .isusually restricted to mass produc-

tion facilitie • such a in the auto industry. h is
not unusual for a ses of rolling dies to produce
over 1 million pinions before being recondi-
tioned. Rolling dies can normaUy be recondi-
tioned between three and five time before their
end of life.

Gear rolling is a finishing operation requir-
ing the teeth (0 be rough-cut by hobbing 011"

shaper cutting.
]n this discussion of gear roll-finishing, par-

ticular attention is called to the special tooth
nomenclature resulting from the interaction be-

tween the rolling die teeth and the gear teeth, To
eliminate confu ion, the ide of a gear toota that
is in contact w ithlhe "approach" side of a rolling
die moth is also considered to be the approach
side. The same holds true for the "trait" ide.
Thus, the side ofthe gear tooth that is in contact
with the trail side of a rolling die is al 0 consid-
ered to be the trail ide.

Gear roll-finishing is much different from
gear shaving in that a flow of material is in-
valved, rather than a removal of material. A
study of gear tooth action is required to analyze
the material flow .illl the rolling proce s. In Fig. 1
it can be eea that as a gear rolling die tooth
engages the approach side of a workpiece tooth.
slidingaction occur along the line of action in
the arc of approach in a direction from the top of
the gear tooth toward the pitch point where
instantaneous rolling action is achieved. As oon
as the contact leaves the pitch point, sliding
action. occurs again, but in the opposite direction
toward the pitch point in. the arc of recession.

Fig. I - Conta.ct action between one toolh .of a.\Vur-, pi ce and fhe approach
slde.of a rolling die tooth.

___DIE R.oTATION [DRIVERI - DIRECTION .of
~"'~-"-'~~ SLIDING ACTION

- .-~ ~--ONGEARTOOTH

TRAIL SIDE PITCH POINT ..
OFTEETH--

DIRECTION OF
SLIDING ACTION
ON GEM TOOTH

DIE
TOOTH

Fig. 2- Conlactaction lIet.ween the tooth .of a workpiece and the tl'ai.!l.side What is more interesting. however. is that the
.of a flotting dl.e tooth. contact between the die and work gear teeth on
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the trail side produces exactly the oppo ite di-
rection of sliding to that on the approach side
(Fig. 2). The result of these changing direction
of sliding i .that material i being compres ed
toward the pitch point on the approach side
and extended away from the pitch point 011 the
trail side (Fig. 3).

Till action causes a greater quantity of mate-
rial to be di placed on the trail, side than 011 the
approach ide by a ratio of about 3: 1. On the
approach side, the tendency is to trap the mate-
rial rather than permit it to flow toward the top
and root of the teeth as 011 the trail side. Thus,
completely different from what occurs in a
metal removal proces such as gear having,
"he amount of material W be flowed during the
rolling process, as well as the hardness of that
material, have a significant effect 011 the accu-
racy of the produced form.

For uccessful ron-finishing, it appears thai
an undercut i de irable near the roo I. section.
such as with conventional preshave tooth. forms.
Since most prodactioagears are also. provided
with a tip chamfer, the material win tend to be
pulled up into the chamfer on the trail side and
down away from the chamfer on the approach side,

As a result, some adjustment in hobbedtooth
tip chamfer depths and angle are required to.
balance out the opposed metal flow condition
on each tip side. The e chamfer depth and
angles have [Q be held to clo e tolerance . If too
much stock is left for gear roll-finishing, or if the
gear material lend tobe too. hard (above ap-
proximately 20 Rc), several conditions may re-
sult. The sliding action on the approach side of
the tooth may eau e a "seaming" of material thai
builds up inthe area of the pitch point. On the
trail side. the flo of exce material may result
in a burr all the tip of the gear tooth and a
"slivering" of materia] into the root area. Fig. 4
shows the condition of a roll-finished gear tooth
when too much stock i flowed orhigh-hardne
conditions are en ountered.

In Fig. 5 photomlcrographs show the condi-
(ions encountered when lock removal is exces-
sive, material is excessive. and material hard-
ness is (00 high. A . earn i evident in the ap-
proach side of the tooth at the left in the area of
the operating pitch diameter. The trail side pho-
tomicrograph at the right in Fig. Shows sliver-
ing in the root portion with about O.l mm (0.004")

DIE ROTATION IDRIVER)

SLIDING ACTION ~f[;N· A~TION ON GEAR TOOTH
ON G EAR TOOTH

APPROACH
SIDE

-
OPERATING P.O. OF DIE I

SLIDING ACTION 0N7' I ON GEAR TOOTH
GEAR TOOTH --...::. PITCH POINT

GEAR_ROJ'ATION DRIVEN

Fig. 3 ~ Differing now directions iinduced by each
side ora die tooth with gear roll-finishi.ng.

SLIDING, ACTION .WHE.N TIP~
CHA'MFER IS CONTAINED -: ,

.. ~I~

POSSIBLE FLAP _. ....
AT TIP CHAMFE1INVOLUTE SLIDING -

ACTION

APPROAOHI SIDE 'I
POSSIBLE SEAM - I ~

AT OPERATING P.O. ,

INVOLUTE SLIDING ./
ACTION

SLIDING ACTION WHEN TIP
• CHAMFER IS CONTAINED

\

INVOLUTE
SLIDING ACTION

TRAIL SIOS

INVOLUTE SLIDING
ACTION

POSSIBLE
• I SLIVERING

IN ROOT

GEAII TOOTH

F.ig. 4 - Tooth now pattern thatr,esults when too
much stoek is len for ron.finishing, or when mate-
rial hardness is e eesslve.

Fig. 5 ~Photomicrographs of a gear tooth with higb
hardness. The approach sid.e.left. has 3. seam in the
area of the pitch dlameter, The traD side•.r:ight,
shows where exce sive stock has cau ed 'cold work-
ing and a sliver near the root.

Fig. 6 - Photomicrographs of a gear tooth that bas
been properly rnll-fiaished. Tbe a.pproach side,
left, has no seaming. The trall-ide, right,. shows DO

Iiveriiog or cold worklog.
of'lapped-over metal, and about 0.05- mm (0.002-
in)' deep surface cold working of the material.

In contrast, photomicrographs in Fig ..6 show
the excellent. tooth structure that can be achieved
with roll-finishing if uock reduction is held to a
minimum and material is not too hard. No evi-

,John P. Duga!s,
is lilt! Sales Manager at
Ntuionot Broacl: & Ma-
dlin!' Co .. MI. Clemens,
MI. He ls the author of
mmll'rf)ru articles ()II a
variety of gearing sub-
ject».
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Fig. , - Gear roll dies.

Ta'ble I - Standard toleranc,es for roDing die

Die Specification Tolerance· In.

Involute Profile (True Involute Form) -
Active Length, tiv

Through 0.177" working depth
0.178 through 0.395" working depth

Lead - (Unitermlry-tiv Per Inch of Face)
Parallelis m •
(Opposite Sides of Same Tooth Alike Wilhin)
Helix Angle-
(Deviation From True Angle-Per Inch of Face)
Tooth Spacing -
(Adjacent Teeth at Pitch Diameter)
Circular Pitch- (Variation-tiv)
Spacing Accumulation -
(Over Three Con ecutive Teeth)
Runout - (tiv at Pitch Diameter)
Face Runout - (tiv Below Teeth)
Tooth Thicknes
Hole diameter

0.00015
0.,00020
0.0003

0.0002

0.0005

0.00015
0.0002

0.00025
0.0004
0.0002

Minus 0.0010
Plus 0.0002

Note: Dies can be made in pairs alike within 0.0005" measured over pins if necessary.

LOWER DIE

MOVING LOWER DIE HEAD

dence of cold working or seaming is seen in the
approach side at the left. In the trail side at the
right in Fig. 6, no evidence of slivering or cold
working is seen.

The amount of stock reduction with roll-
forming should be held to about one-half that
normally associated with shaving if seaming
and slivering are to be avoided. The burr con-
dition on the tip of the trail side of the tooth
can be improved by close control of the angle
and location of the protective tooth chamfer
generated by the hob in the course of the tooth-
generating operation.

Gear Rolling Dies - Since roll-finishing in-
volves material flow rather than metal removal.
it should be expected that the tooth form on the
die would not be faithfully reproduced on the
work piece tooth due to minute material
spring back and material flow conditions.

Even with gear shaving. it has been found
necessary to modify the shaving cutter teeth
profiles somewhat to produce a desired form on
the work gear teeth .. Experience to date has
shown that a different type of tooth form rnodifi-
calion is required for gear roll dies than for
gear shaving cutters. The correct amount of
gear rolling die tooth form modification is de-
termined, as with gear having cutters, from an
extensive development program. Less rigid
gear roll-finishing machines usually require
greater and varying die form modifications.

Gear roll dies (Fig. 7) are made from special

DRIV:E MOlOR.

MULTIPLE V-BELl DRIVE
HYDRAULIC CYLINDER

.Fig..8 ~Schematic of vertical. ron machine.
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fatigue- and impact-resistant high-speed steel '10

the tolerance' shown in Table I.
Gear Rolling Machines - Severa] important

de ign con iderations have to be: met in a roll-
finishing machine. These include rigidity,
strength, high-speed loading capability, die
phasing. and independent adjustment for die
axis and die po titioning.

The force required to roll-finish a gear de-
pendson it. width, diarnetral pitch. tooth. hape,
cycle time. material, and hardne s.

Double-Die Gear Rolling - The double-die
gear r~1I machine shown in Fig. ,8 is a vertical
design with the dies mounted one above the
other. J[ i .designed to handle gears up to ]Q em
(4") wide ami 15 ern 1(6") in diameter, Die
peed 'are from 40 to 160 r/min. Dies upto I 1.4

em (4 H2") wide and 24.4 em (9 5/8") in
diameter can be mounted in the machine.

The upper die head is fixed ami the lower die
is fed upward by a hydraulic cylinder. The
gear: are fed into rolling position by all air-
operated automatic loader (Fig. 9)1. Here 1hey
are picked lip on a work arbor that i. advanced
by a hydraulic rotary actuator utilizing a gear
rack arrangement. The work gears are ad vanced
against a pneumatically loaded cup.

The work arbor is pre-rotated by a hydrau-
lie motor at a speed lightly slower or faster
than the die peed toensure dash-free engage-
ment. The lower die then feeds upward 1.0 a
predetermined operaring position to control
finish-rolled gear size.

Table 2 illustrate the range of gearing for
which gear rolling dies have been produced for
finish-rolling production applications.

Single-Die Gear Rolling - Machines have
been developed to fini h-rollgears with a i.ngle
die. This proces has proven economical in low
and medium production.

A ingle gear rolling die is mounted ina
heavy-duty gear head above 'the work. piece
( ig. 10). The diei driven byan electric motor
to provide rotation of'the workpiece that meshes
with it Normally emiautornatic loading meth-
odsare utilized all ingle-die roll-finishing ma-
chines whose work cycle. are somewhat longer
than those of the fully automatic, double-die
machines. The work piece is mounted on an
arbor between head and tailstock (Fig. I U. In
operation, the table supporting the head and

Fig.' - Hinge-type auto loader on gear .roll machme,

Table I] - Data Oil Roll-Finished Gears

o. Pilch lormal ormal Helix Face
Teeth Diameter Diametral Pressure Angle Hand Width MUlenuli

(in.) Pitch Angle (In.)

26 4.6666 6.539 18028' 23" 25' L 1.380 8620

25 3.3667 8.8709783 1.6° 30' 33" 10' L 0.918 8620

14 1.0711 14 20° 2J,· L 0.727 5140H

17 1.2143 15.1535 18" 35' 09" 22" 30' L 0.758 4024

28 2.0000 15.1535 18' 35' 09" 22° 30' R 3.04 4024

18 '1.2542 15.5 17° 30' n° II' 30" R 1.935 4620
16 0.9621 18 18° 30' 22° 30' R 0.728 5130.

Fine Grai n (5-8)

34 2.0445 18 1.8°30' 22' 30' L 0.860 5130.
Fine Grain (5-8)

20 1.1580 18.5 18" 21" R 0.874 4027H

19 1.0549 19.3 20" 2.1003' 42" R 0.705 4027H

MOTOR DRIVEN DIE

MESHING WORK PIECE

WORK A.RBOR /~~~

DIRECTION OF TABLE FEED

Fig. 10· OpraHng principle of single~die ;gear rol1.fini hing.
I!IAY/J UNE lta2 21'



Fig..11 • Single-die gear roll machine.

Fig. 12 ..External gear honer.
tailstock is fed upward by a unique, air-pow-
ered. heavy-duty radial feed system. The con-
tinuous upfeed of the table provides the large
force necessary to roll-finish the gear teeth.

During the work cycle, the work piece can be
rotated in one direction for one part of the

28GEAA TECHNOLOGV

cycle, then reversed and rotated in the other
direction for the balance of the cycle. This
double rotation sequence tends to balance the
metal flow action on the approach and trail
side of the work gear teeth.

Tooth thickness size of the work piece is
controlled by adjusting the height of the table
with a handwheel-controlled elevating screw.

Rotary Gear Honing
Rotary gear honing is a hard gear fioi bing

process that was developed to improve the sound
characteristics of hardened gears by:

1. Removing nicks and burrs
2. Improving surface finish
3. Making minor corrections in tooth irregu-

larities caused by heal-treat distortion.
The process was originally developed to re-

move nicks and burr that are-etten unavoidably
encountered in production gears because of care-
less handling. Further development work. with
the process has shown that minor corrections in
tooth irregularities and urface finish quality
improvement can be achieved ..These latter im-
provements can add significantly to the wear Iife
and sound qualities of both shaved and ground
hardened gears.

Gear honing does not raise tooth surface tern-
perature, nor does it produce heat cracks or
burned pots or reduce ski 11 hardness. Itdoe s not
cold work or alter the micro tructure of the gear
material, nor does it generate interna! stresses.

Honing machines are available for external
(Fig. 12) and internal (Fig. 13) spur and helical
gears. Both taper and crown honing operations
can be carried out on these machines,

How the Process Works - The process uses an
abrasive-impregnated, helicaJo..gearr-shaped tool,

This tool is generally run in tight mesh with the
hardened work gear in crossed axes relationship
under low, controlled center-distance pressure.

The work gear is normally driven by the
honing tool at speeds of approximately ] 83
surface m (600 surface ft) per minute, During the
work cycle, the work gear is traversed back: and
forth ill a path parallel to the work gear axis. The
work gear is rotated in both directions duri ng the
honing cycle, The process is carried out with.
conventional honing oil as a coolant.

The honing tool is a throw-away type that is
discarded at the end of its useful life. The teeth
are thinned as the tool wears. This tooth thick-



ne sreductien can continue until root or fillet
interference occur with the work gear. The
O.D. ofLhe horne can be reduced to provide
proper clearance.

Eventually. thinning of the hone teeth 31 a
re ults in root interference with the outside di-
ameter of the work gear. When this condition
occurs, the hone is generally considered 'to be at
the end of its aseful life. In some isolated cases,
it has been found practical to recut the hone root
diameter with ill grinding wheel to provideaddi-
tional hone life.

Usually the amount of stock removed from
the gear tooth by honing ranges from 0.0'13 to
0.05 mm (O.OOOSto o.oor) measured over pins.

The production rate at which honing opera-
tion can be carried out depend on the pitch
diameter and face width of the work. A gear 2.5
em (] It) ill diameter by 2.5 em (l")in width can
be honed in approximately ISs. A gear 61 em
(24") in diameter by 7.6 em (3") in face width
will require approximately 10 min. of honing
time. Of COlIIr e, honing of salvage gear re-
quieed lnnger cycles,

A typical external gear honmg machine has
the motor-driven honing tool mounted at the rear
of the work spindle. The work spindle is
mounted on a tikiag table that can be positioned
to provide four elective modes of operation.

The first mode i called loose backlash,
where the hone and work gear are positioned
in loose backla h operation on a fixed c nter
distance. Thi method is sometimes utilized
to slightly improve surface finish only. pri-
marily on fi lie-pitch gears with minimum
stock removal,

The second mode of operation is called zero
backla h. HereLhe work gear is positioned in
tight me b with tile honing tool. The table is
locked in fixed center-distance location with a
pre elected hone pressure. This method i orne-
times used to provide maximum gear toothnmout
correction with a minimum stock removal

The third and most generally applied mode of
operation is caned constant pressure. The work
gear is held in me .11with the honing tool, at a
constant pressure. This method removes nick:
and bum and provides maximum' urface fini h
improvement ill minimum time.

The fourth mode of operation i called differ-

Fig. 13 - Internal. gear honer.
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than the surface fini h before honing, (Fig. 14).
To hone production gears, economy dictates

that one grit of tool and a. relatively short
honing cycle be used. What is producedthen,
in the way of surface finish, represents a corn-
promise. First. the honing tool must remove
nicks and bUITs. then it should make minor
tooth correction that win improve ound Ievel
and wear life. The improvement in surface
finish. which i In reality a by-product of the
honing process, is a valuable adjunct. that will
help promote long wear life as well asimprove
sound characteristics.

Honing Ground Gears - In the aerospace
industry, gears are tradhionally operated at
high speed under heavy loads. They are usu-
ally cut. heat treated. and ground to provide
tooth surfaces (usually of sophisticated modi-
fied form ) of the highest order of accuracy,
However. tests with exotic surface mea uring
equipment have shown that ground surfaces
have a jagged. wavy profile thai. will not sup-
port heavy loads or wear long unless costly
break-in procedures are carried out.

Ground tooth surfaces usually have a sur-
face fini h in the 16-1-1to 32-j.! in range. Honing
with type AA honing tools can bring the surface
fini h down to the 8-10-1-1in range (Fig. 15). In
one 39-tooth. 5-m (S-D.P.;, 2.0° P.A .. 20-crn
(7.800-in.) P.D. pur helicopter drive gear. hon-
ing of the gear teeth down to 8-j.! In urface
finish increased wear life by 1000% and ill-
creased load-carrying capacity by 30%. Other
te ts by the gearing industry have shown 100%
load-carrying capacity increases by honing
ground gears. 1.1

J I! II II
II Ii II I! . IAFTER GRINDING,..,"V ........ .... - I~ ~ I I~ r-... II I LL.N"" ~ ~

I I I I II II ~ I ....'~ .......... ' ~•.a ....l·, I ~,
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II I II

Fig. 15 - Surface nnisb impro,vementa:fter honing ..

pre ern between the hone and the low pointof an
eccentric gear; and a preselected increased
amount of pres ure is present between the hone
and the high point of eccentricity. This method
has all of the desirable features of the constant
pressure method plus the ability to slightly COi-

rect eccentricity. The amount of eccentricity in
the gears with differentiall pre sure honing may
causethe hone to wear faster than with the
can tam pres ure method.

Rotary Gear Honing Tools» Standard rotary
gear honing tool are a.mixture of plastic resins
and abrasive grains such as silicon carbide.
which are formed in a precision mold. They are
made in a wide variety of mix numbers with grits
ranging from 60 to 500, to suit special produc-
tion and part requirements.

Special tools have been developed to do sal-
vage-type honing. The tool are made from hard-
ened steel and the active tooth urface is plated
withcarbide or diamond. These harder materials
give the process the ability to remove an in-
creased amount of stock and thereby make larger
corrections in tooth irregularities.

Honing Shaved Gears - Traditionally. tooth
surface fini hes in the range from 15 to. 401-1in.
have been provided by the rotary gear shaving
operation. The honing process, because it i
not basically a heavy stock removal Dr tooth
correction process, cannot sub tit ute for gear
shaving, which is performed on the soft gear.
In fact. the tendency of a hone to charge a gear
under 40 Rockwell C hardne with abrasive
particles make honing of soft gears. a ques-
tionable application.

However. because a gear has to be heal treated.
a process that usually roughen the tooth sur-
face to a degree, the honing process tends to
restore the hardened tooth surface finish to its
originafshaved condition and actuallyi mproves
it In all cases, the honed surface fini h is better
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From D~lClley'sGear Handbook. Znd ed. Den-
nis P. Townsend. ed. ©J991. by McG.r:oI1'·.Hill.
Reprinted by permission, of McGraw-Hilt Pub-
lishing Co.
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Put an end to the potential perils of subjectiv,e gear
testingl inherent in traditional ana1log-type instruments.

Retrofit your existing double-flank rolling geanesterwith
a Hommel Z-2000 computer/recorder. Or upgrade to an
entirely new gear testing system with the iHommel8305.

Either way. you get the quantitative analysis
and complete dccurnentanon you need to do the
jobl1ight.

Write to Hommel America, 30 Peter Court.
New Britain, CT 06051. Or calJ(203) 827-8500. Al'vERICA.
FAX: (203) .223-2979. World Class MeasurementTechnology

A THYSSEN Company
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Deburring Solutions from~ J.& l]]),@ ~

The James ngineering modular deburring systems can be set up in Ie s than one minute, with cycle limes of 20 to 50 seconds
per pan. Manual loading and unloading barely takes 5 second, with fully automated systems available, Precision controls allow
edge break of uniform quality andconsi tcncy from pan 10 part and from .00 I" radius 10 large chamfers, Modular design allows
modification of sy uern as need- change, Due: 10 the compact size, the system may be placed near hobs or shaper CUllers, allowing
operators 10 deburr the gear while demanding very little of their time or attention. This allows shop. to either eliminate or
drastically reduce secondary handling and conventional dcburring steps. This significant reduction in labor. along wilh II lower
scrap rate, means big dollar savings to. the user,

CIRCl.E A-lOon REAIDER REP;L,1f CARD

James -'Ilgilleerillg • 4732 Pearl Street • Boulder, CO 803010 (303) 444-6337 • Fax (303) 444-6561.
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Effects of Temperature
on Gage Repeatability

&Reproducibility
Paul B" Sagar

Albion D'evices. Inc .• So.l!anal Beach CA.

Temperature Induced Dimensional Changes
Temperature causes various materials tochange

size at different rates, known as their Coefficients
of Expansion (OOE). The effects of this phenom-
enon on precision dimensional. measurements are
continuous and costly to industry. Precautions can
be taken to allow parts and gages to temperature
stabilize before conducting gage R & R studie .but
the fact remains that on the shop floor temperatures
vary allthe time. Theslow pace at whichindustry has
accepted this reality probably has to do with. the
subtlety of these tiny size variations and our inability
tosense gradual. but significant temperature changes.

Table I shows how much a steel part of a given
dimension will change as its temperature varies
from 70°F. The data shows, for example, that a
four-inch steel work piece will change size by .00]
inch when its temperature changes by 40oP, from
70° to 1lOoP (Table 1). Aluminum, another com-
monly used material in the metal working industry,
has a COE almost twice that of steel, so that it
expands and contracts nearly twice as much.

Depending on the overall dimension and the
allowable tolerances. temperature can have a
greater or lesser impact. on the accuracy of mea-
surements. The larger the work piece, the greater
will be its size variation for a given temperature
ch ange, More significant. however, the tighterthe
tolerance spread or total tolerance, the more chance
there is of a significant pertion of that tolerance
being u ed up by thermal errors.

The ratio of a dimension to its total. tolerance
maybe known as itsTolerance Ratio. Forexample,
if the 4.0000-incl:l work piece had a tolerance of +1
-.0005" (total tolerance of .001 Ii) it would have a
.25% tolerance ratio. As a rule of thumb, if the
tolerance ratio for a specified parris around ..05% or
less, it is probable that temperature should be taken

into account when measurements are made. At
this level of precision. even small thermal varia-
tionscause dimensional changes which start to
consume a significant portion of total tolerance.

Effects of Dimensional Cbanges on Gages
If, in addition to parts cbanging temperature

between measurements. the gage should also
change temperature (through handling or changes
in ambient. {OFexample), it will change size too ..It
is often thought that these changes will offset.each
other, so that the net effect will be immaterial.

As Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate, however, the
net error can be considerable, particularly if the
gage and the pan are made of different materials.
For example, an aluminum gage at 70oP. mea-
suring a 4·inch steel part which is at 105°F, will
register an error as large as ..0011" (Table 2).

The temperature of the Master or Setting Stan-
dard is also a major consideration. These calibra-
tion tools are often to be found on the shop floor ..
But they have been meticulously manufactured
to accurate dimensions at 68°F (20Pq. A few
degrees variance from that international stan-
dard temperature will cause this vital reference
to be erroneous, so that a conventional measur-
ing instrument that is set to zero on it wi]]
necessarily be inaccurately calibrated.

Most gages used in production today were not
originally designed for (he tighter tolerances re-
quired by modem manufacturing. TherrnaI stabil-
ity and compensation were not issues when toler-
ance ratios were greater. Indeed, in general, mod-
em machine tools have reached the point at which
their ability to hold to irughly accurate settings.
exceeds the capabilities of most of the gages on shop
floors to measure their output. The next shop floor
revolution has to be in gaging. One of the principle
areas to be addressed has to do with the effects of



TaMe I .•VARIA nONS FROM NOMI At DIMENSION WITH TEMPERATURE CHANm:S
70 being reference temperature

TEMPERATURE INO' ED DIME SIO ALERRORS: STEEl
Coefficient of E~pDnsion: 6.4000 partsimillionlF

I JOf ~Ol sur Wf 70r aor OO[ icor lIor
Nominal

1.0000 inch .0.0003 ·0.0002 -O.OOll ·0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
2.llOOO iuch -0.0005 ·0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 O.{)OUl O,OIJO.I 0.0005
,~,UOOO inch -0,0008 ·1l.0()O6 -0.0004 -1l.Oa02 O.OO{)O 0.0002 a.UOU4 OJlOO6 0,0008
4.0000 inch -O.OOIU ·0.0008 -O,{)ODS ·O,()O03 0,0000 0.0003 0.0005 0,0008 0,0010
5,llIMlO inch -0.0013 -0.0010 -U.lIOO6 .0.0003 U.OOOO 0.0003 oooos 0.0010 0,0013

I 6.l1000 inch -0.0015 -0.0012 -OJJOO8 -0.0004 0.l1000 0.1)004 O.OOO~ 0.0012 0,0015
I Steel - Thermally Induced Varialion~

Error !indle'l
0,0015

I• I nI

Degrees Fahrenheit

I

0,001 • I inch nominal
0.0005 + 2 inch nominal

0 3 ineb .nominal
-0.0005 .. 4 inch nominal

-0.001 x 5 inch nominal

I

-O,Q()15 " ti inch nomi nal
JOr 40f scr eor 70r 80f 90r ioor Itor

Remaining error after parual cancellation of temperature-Induced errors

Temperature
• Net Error

Gage Error
.. Pari Error

0'.0015

i lUX)l
-" 0.0005
~ 0

~ ·IUIOO5
-0,001

til ·0,0015
""5b -0,002

<3 ·(),Q025

Aluminum Ga", Stee! Pan

I - ,

r---...---- ------- ----I ----1 ---
80r 90f IOOf IIor

Sleel part dimension'llommal:
Pan di mension at 105 F:
Alu minum gage sta rling temp:

lil:lERMAIl. ERROR AS All. MI UM GA.GE TEMPERATURE ell NGES
Part temperature: I05:

o
F

COE. of gage: 12,4 pa.rlslmllliolljO,P

GAGE ERROR
NET ERROR

ior

temperature on low tolerance ratios.
.EfTecC.on 'Gage R & R

Specification imply, in accordance with stan-
dards such as ANSI Y14.5M-1982. that all di-
mensions are to be trueat 68°F. To quote the
- undamerual Rules, . ectionl.atk) of that tan-
dard: "Unless otherwise pecified, all dimen-
sions areapplicable at 20°C (68°F). Compen a-
tion maybe made for measurements made at
other temperatures."

Traditional gage Repeatability arid Reproduc-
,j,bility (R & R) studie neglect to consider the
effect of temperarure. Standard procedures for
these studies do go out ohheir way to specify that
gage and pan mu t be normalized at laboratory
temperature before commenci ng, We go to elabo-
rate lengthsto evaluate gage performance under
strictly controlled conditions. but we then pUI the
gages out on the hop floor where environmental
controls are minimal at be t,

Gages are continually changing in tem-
perature during u e, and even small changes
can have a major effect on their R & R. Tables

4 and 5 show [he effects oftem:perature all. a gage.
Two separate R & R studies were run on the same
gage. Table 4 shows the re ults when the selling
standard (master). gage, and work. piece were
maintained at a con tant 680F. Table 5 shows the
re ults of conducting the same te t with the gage
increasing in temperature by just 5°F,

The re uhs how thata pa sibly acceptable
18.5%R&RToleranceAnaly j candeteriorateto
93,8% with just a minor temperature variation.
Gage thermal error lila consumed the majority of
the total tolerance.

Clearly. an R & R mdythal disregards ther-
mal effects when a gage i to be II ed in an
uncontrolled environment is going to be uoreli-
able. A review of orne of the key terms relating
to dimensional. metrology is revealing.

We probably all remember that the work "accu-
racy" relates 'to the ability to measure true size. And
that "precb ion "refers to the fineness of a range of
measuremen . A precise gage will give highly
repeateble, but. not necessarily accurate, re ults. The
gage may, for example, indicate areading o.f 1.2345"

Pa,u:11B. Sagalr
is ,(/founder and member
of tile Board of
Directors of Albioll
Devices, /tIC • .former.i)'.
lie was £reCI/IiI'1' Vice
President of California
Laboratories and
Vllebotics Corporation.
He has a/so worked for
Price '!Vatu/wl/re.
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PUrl temperature:
OE of gage:

105DF
6.4 panslmillionl"P

T _BLI-: J - 'fUEKI\1

4.0000 inche~
4.0009' inches
70·F

SLeel pan dimension. nominaf
Pari dimension at 105"F:
Steel Gage starting temp:

70r sot'
0.0000
0.0009

·0.0003
0.0006

GAGE ERROR
NET ERROR

s

IOOf 110f
·0.0008 -0.0010
0.0001 .0.0001

CEO GAGING EK_RORS
Steel Gage. Steel Part

Gaging En-or (inches) 0.001
0.0008
O.OO{)6
0.0004
0.0002

o
-0.0002
-0.0004
-0.0006
.0.0008
·0.001

-0.0012

- - --- -- - --- --- --

Temperature
• Nel Emu

Gage Error
.. Part En-or

70f sur 90f IOOf I ior

T,able ,*. MASTER GAGE ANn PART ALL AT CONSTANT 68°F Ilo·el
GAGE REPEATABILITY AND REPRODUCIBILITY DATA SHEET

1 Operator A B C
I Sample It lst Trial 2nd Trilll Range lst Trial 2nd Trial Ron~e lstTrial 2nd Trial Ranee

I 0.000:'::5 0.00020 0.00005 0.00015 0.00020 0.00005 (f00020 0.00020 0.00000
2 0.00030 0.00025 0.00005 O.OllO30 0.00025 0.00005 0.00020 U.00025 0.00005

Sum Rn + Rb ... Rc3 0.00030 0.00015 0.00015 0.00030 0.00020 0.00010 0.00020 0.00030 0.00010
4 0.00025 0.00020 0.00005 0.00025 0.00020 0.00005 0.00020 0.00020 0.00000 ~
5 0.00025 0.00020 0.00005 0.00025 0.00020 0.00005 0.00020 0.00020 0.00000 R6 0.00030 0.00025 0.00005 0.00030 0.00025 0.00005 0.OflO20 0.00020 O.OO()OO
7 0.00020 0.00020 n.DOOm 0.00020 0.00020 0.00000 0.00020 0.00020 0.00000 10.00001 I

8 , 0.00020 0.00025 0.00005 0.00020 0.00025 0.00005 0.00020 0.00020 0.00000
Mlll!.X. Min X Diff I9 0.00025 0.00025 0.00000 0.00025 0.00025 0.00000 I 0.00025 0.OOO2~ 0.00000

I 10 0.00025 0.00020 0.00005 0.000'25 0.00020 0.00005 0.00025 0.00020 0.00005 10.000021

Tot.l, O.(KI255 O.()(]() 15 0.00050 O.!X)255 0.00220 OJlIX45 0.00210 0.00220 O.{)(X)20

II

- .> 0.()(}255 0.00005 - -> 0.00255 0.1)0004 - -> 0.00210 n.00002
Sum 0.()(J.l70 I Sum 0.00475 I Sum 0.00.130 I

Ra Rb ii. I

Xa 0.00024 Xb O'()()o24 XC ,
I 0.U0022 ,

GAG R & R REPORT SUMMARY
Galle Type: Steel Comparator

Nominal Dimension: 5.69,10 inches Total Tolerance: 0.00100 inch

Repeatability- Equipment Variarlon:
Reproducibility - Appraiser V,ariation:
Repeatability,& Reproducibility:

MCLlsuremeDL Unit. Ann)'lst;,
0.1748
0.0607
0.1851

TQlerance Analysis
17.48%
6.07%

IH.51%

ten times in ten separate measurement tests, being
h:igldy precise and repeatable, although a more
accurate measurement may be 1.2300.".

A precision measuring insnument witaout tem-
perature compensation is inaccurate if the master,
part, and gage are not all con tantly at 68QF (20oq.
The precision instrument will repeatedly give the
same wrong answer until a temperature varies.

On-Line Temperature Compensanon .15A
Feasible olution

One solution is to apply on-line thermal compen-
sation to gage on the floor. Such systems are now
readily available and in use in many industrial appli-
cations. Attempts to apply this melhodology to
C1VUVI1s are complicated by the jhree-dimensional
aspects of measuremenn , but most shopfloor gaging
is concerned with relatively simple, single. axi di-
mensions, such as out~ide and inside diameters, This
discussion is primarily focused 011 such gaging.

A true temperature compen ating system com-
,34 GEA R TeCH NOLOGY

pensate .for all three of the mo t probable cau es
of thermal distortjon: namely, the effects of tem-
perature on: I.) work piece, 2) master. and 3) gage.
In some cases it may also be neces MY to compen-
. ate for temperature-induced electronic drift.

There are a variety of sen sors whi ch can be 1.1. ed
to monitor the relevant. temperatures. Non-contact
means for high-speed applications arc limited pri-
marily to infrared, with response time measured in
hundredths ofa second ..However, their calibration
'can be tricky, andthey are unreliable unless COIl-

stant emi ivity can be guaranteed, Many contact
sensors are available, some of which have fast
response times. in the Older of one to the seconds,
and orne of which are uited to lower need _

It is usually desirable to sense the temperature
of a work piece or master rapidly. However. gage '
tend £0. change temperature at slower rates, and
slower temperature ensing allowsa system to
ignore brief. local variations,



Table 5· MASTER ANn PART AT CONSTANT 68°11(20DC), GAGE INCREASES
BETWEEN 68°1= 10 73°F BETWEEN I st AND 2nd TRIAL

GAGE REPEATABiLITY AND REPRODUCIBILITY [lATA SHEET

Operator A B C
SamplcH lst Trial 2nd Trial Range tsi TriBI 2nd Trial Range 1st Trial 2nd Trial Ranl!c

I 0.00025 'O.OllooO 0.00025 0'(KKlZ5 0.00005 0.llOO20 0.00020 0.00000 0.00020
2 0.00030 0.00005 0.00025 O.oooJO 0.00005 0.00025 0.00020 0.00005 0.00015
3 0.00030 0.00005 0.00025 0.00030 0.00005 0.00025 0.00020 0.00010 0'.00010

Sum Ra .,. Rb .,. Rc
4 0.00025 O.OOOO~ 0'.00020 0.00025 0.00005 0.00020 0.00020 0.00000 0.00020 10.00061

:5 0.00025 0.00000 '0.00025 0.00023 0.00000 0.00025 0.00020 0.00000 0.00020 it6 0.00030' 0.00010 0.00020 0.00030 '0.00010 0.00020 O,OOO:!O 0.00000 0.00020
(O.0002[ I7 0.00020 0.00000 0.00020 0.00020 0.00000 0,00020 0,00020 0.00005 0.00015

8 0.00020 0.00005 0.00015 0.00020 0.00005 0.00015 0.00020 0.00000 0.00020
9 0.00025 O.OOOOS 0,00020 0.00025 0,00005 0.00020 0.00025 0.00005 0.00020 Max R. M in X [liff

JO 0.00025 0.00000 0,00025 0.00025 0.00000 0.011025 0.11(1015 0.00005 0.00020 10.000031

Totals 0.00255 00011"115 0001220 0.00255 0,00040 0.OIP15 0.00210 0.00030 0.00180
- -> 0.002.55 0.00022 - -> 0.00255 0.00022 -> 0.00210 0.00018
Sum 0.00290 _I Sum 0.002.95 _I Sum 0.OO24l) 1

Ra Rb Rc
X. 0.000 IS Xb 0.00015 Xc 0.00012

GAGER '& R RE.PORT SUMMJ\RY
Gage Type, Steel Ccmparator

Nominal Dimension, 5.6910 inches Tm31 Tolerance: 0.00100 inch

Repeatabilil), • Equipmen! V!Lr11l1ion,
Reproducibility - Appraiser Variatien;
Rc:pealabilil) &, Reproducibility:

MeQsurement Unit Anaylsis
0.9348
O.'Q7-1~
0_9377

ToJerance An!lIYsiS
93.48%
7.42%

93.77%

Table 6 •.PISTON DlAME"TERS

Part at 72°F
Gl\ge at 75°f

No Camp. With Camp
.0_00195 -0.00210
-0,00230 -0.00235
-0.00195 -0,00195
-0.00190 -0.00195
·0.00110 -0.00170
-0,001115 -0.00190
-0.00215 -0.00215
-0.00215 -0.00120
-0,00210 -0.00210
-0.00 195 -0.00195

I
2
3
4
S
Ii
7
8
9
10

Nomlnal DLDlemnon: 1.7SllOllln.cbes,
r---~P~a-n-n~l7~7~oF~--'Port .01 82-8soF

No Camp WilhComp No Comp Wi.tb Camp
0.00060 0.00010
0.00075 0_000 10
0.00110 0,00005
0.00115 0.00005

,O.OOIOS 0.00010.
0.00100 0,00010
0.00085 '0.00010
0.00115 0.00005
0.00 120 0.000 I0
0,00 115 0,00005

No Comp With Comp
-0.00 I 75 -0.00200
-0.00 195 I -0.00240
-0.00160 -0.00200
-0.00155 -0.00195
-0.00140 -0.00110
-0.00150. -0.00185
-0.00190 ·0,00215
-0.00 19~ -0,00225
-().00165 -0.00200
-O.IMII55 -0.00190

-ucozoo
-0.00245
-0,00195
-0.00200
-"0.001801
·0.00195
-0,00225
-0.0022.5
-0.0020.5
-0.00190

-U.UlIlJ~
-0.00270
-0.00270
-0.00270
-0.00245
·0.00250
-0,00275
-0'.00310
-0..00285
-0,0027U

Ave: .- ;IJ(POO - 00204
I -0.002.00 1
I -0.00004 1

.UlIIOC U.UUUUl\

Range of Ave.
Variation "'I :....,0"'.00096=·;;;;·,......,yeo Variation:

Microprocessors are used 10 collect the etec-
tronic signals from '!he sensors and the measuring
probe{s) or system. An algorithm applies pro-
grammable coefficients of expansion for work
piece, master. and gage to nominal dimension and
the collected data.and outputs a dimension as ifall
these components wereat a constant 68°F. re-
gardles of their true temperature.

A setup such as this must of necessity assume that
the component are all at some table tempera-
ture. It doesnot matter whenthat temperature is
(w.ithin reason), so long as each component is at
some constanttemperature throughout its body. It
would be possible. but overly complex, ro u e
multiple erlSOI'S to verify (hat thi were true. In
practice. however, it is unusual to find significant
variations within all} single component,

To illustrate the effectivenes of these system ,a
study of len arum inurn pi tons was ~rfonned. The
resultsappea:rinTable6. U ing the same gage. with
thermal compensation mode first switched off (No
Comp) andjhen turned on (With Comp), the pans

[I!IH,K -.IXI 07

- -> 1-0.00168 1

J -0,00034 1

.o.eoaea -U.UlI'lOO

- -> L -0.00268 1
I -0.00062 1

were measured while temperatures were varied. At
first the gage and part were at rougblythe same
temperature, Then the parts were heated by about
lCD to fifteen degrees F. Finally. the gage was
heated by approximately fifteen degree .

The range of non-compensated ,errors averaged
,00]", while the average error range of the gage
when in temperature compensating mode was les
than .000 l ", representing a greater than ten fold
improvement. Clearly. this represents a signifi-
cant upgrading capability. and demon trate . the
significance of considering compen anon fmther-
mal effects when specifying shop 1100r, clo e
tolerance gaging,

Temperature eornper» arion for gaging 110ldsout
'the real po sibility ofconstantly measuring under
unifonn condition . without going tnjhe extreme
[rouble and expense of providing environmental
control. Here' a significant opportunity to ub-
stantiaLIy improve quality and save costs of scrap,
downtime, and rework. that should be considered for
all preci ion gaging and production proce ses .• 1



The sequence of operations and machinery
required to produce blanks is characteristic for
each basic configuration.

Disk-type parts, such as gears, are turned 011

open-ended lathes or chuckers, which locate and
clamp the part on internal or external diameters
in concentric chucks .

Shafts, on the other hand, are located between
centers. The fir t operation consists in machin-
ing the end face of the shaft to a specific length
and drilling opposite and in-line center holes.

Production Volume. The type of machine
used for a specific blanking operation and the
degree of automation is determined by the re-
q uired output. iI] pieces per hour of the operation ,.

Low-volume production is processed on
manually operated, universal machinery with
standard low-cost tooling, This type of job shop
equipment typically handles a wide variety of
parts in lot sizes of one to several hundred.

A medium-volume production line is set up
to handle a family of 10 to 20 parts in quantities
of everal thousand per year. Monthly require-
ments are produced in batches of 500 to a few
tho usand, with line change-over between pro-
ducrion runs.

This is the sector of the manufacturLng indus-
try where CNC machines are employed to their
fullest potential. The ver atlliry and change-
over flexibility of CNC equipment make it ide-
ally suited for short intermittent producticnnnts.
The universal tooling packages used on CNC
lathes and chuckers, combined with short
change-over time, result in efficient. batch pro-
duction at low inventory level.

The inherent accuracy of CNC machines of-
fers the added advantage of roughing and finish-
ing in the same setup, reducing thenurnber of
machining operations in theprocess plan.

Characteristically for a high-volume produc-
tion line, machining operations must be com-
pleted in very short cycle times. For instance, to
make one million pieces per year in a three-shift

Gear Blanking
Rob~rt Endoy

Mandellii' Inc .., IFarm:ingt~onIHUI's, Mil

Scope·
The term "blanking" refers to the initial metal

cutting operations in the process planning se-
quence which produce the contour of a part
starting from rough material.

The scope of blanking is:
• To remove the excess material
• To machine the part to print specifications,

except for those surfaces with subsequent fini h-
ing operations.

• To leave adequate machining stock for
finishing operations

• To prepar·e good quality surfaces for loca-
tion and clamping of the pan throughout the
process.

Process Selection. Proce ses and machines
for blanking of driveline parts are selected based
on part configuration and production volume.

Part Configuration. Gears, countershatt ,and
cl uste I'gears can be de scribed as be ing rotational
parts. As such, the contour of the part can be
generated by a Ingle point tool travelling l.ongi-

tudinally along the axi of the part, while the part
rotates around its axis.

Depending on the diameter-to-length ratio,
rotational parts can be further classified as disk
type and haft type parts (Fig. 1).

gears
couplers
hubs

PRISMATIC PARTS

housings
covers

countershafts
cluster gears
shafts

36IGEAR TECHNOLOGY

Fig. 1 - Basic classification of parts according 10 Iheir configuration.



operating panernat 80% efficiency. machine
cycle time plus part handling must be Ie s than
]5 seconds per part.

To meet. line peed demands, roughing and
fini hing operation. are proces ed on eparate
machines. Muln- pindle machine. with pecial
dedicated tooling are used to cut more than one
pan per cycle. Automatic loading and unloading
of part i used extensively to reduce idle time [0

the minimum.
Rou~h Material. Barstock, forgings, extru-

sions, or precision forgings are used to make
driveline gears and shafts. The most suitable
raw material form is selected, based on a finan-
cial evaluation which includes alii manufactur-
ing costs raw material. vendor tooling, in-
house machining cost, and investment in facili-
ties and tooling.

Barstock is the simplest and cheapest. form of
raw material frequently used for small-lot sizes.
More complex fabricated forms like forging
and extrusions become economically attractive
with increasing production volumes.

IBarstock
Hot wiled barstock is extensively usedinjob

shop work. The advantages of barstock are:
• Low purchase cost. Rolled barstock from

the mill i .the least co tly material available.
.• Short lead time. Barstock is offered in

standardizes whichare available from took.
• No vendor tooling cost. Bar tock i elect-

ed from existing tandard sizes and requires no
special operations by the vendor.

• Many source . Changing from one supplier
to another does not create problems. Purchasing
is not locked in with only one supplier,

The disadvantages of barstock are:
• High material waste. Parts with large varia-

tion in diameter have a high percentage of rion becau eit avoid investment. ill vendor
wasted material. tooling and is readily available, The low mate-

• Long machi.n ing time. Removing ex- rial cost i, however, more than off et by the cost
cess material requires many turning passes of additional machining 311d the high proportion
on lathes. of wasted material.

•. More machining operation . Barstad

needs to be cut to individual lengths before it
can be prcces ed.

• Special handling for transport and storage.
• Material strength may 'be affected due to

the interrupted fiber How in the part.
In general. there is no cost advantage in using

barstock instead of fabricated raw material. Itis
the appropriate _01ution for lnw-vola me prodac-

Table 1 - Process, MaChines. and Equipment Characteristics in low-.
Medlum-, and High Volume Manufacturing Operations

---- --

L.ow
Volume

no

Machines and Equipment

Universal Machines
CNC Machines
MuJti-spindle Machines
Special Machines
Manually Operated
Automatic Cycle

yes
yes

Materiall Handling

High

F:loor Layout Stand alone Line Line

Retooling Cost for New Parts Low Low High

Production Lot Sizes 1-500 500-2,000 Continuous'

110

yes
no

Manual Part Handling
Automated Part HandUng
F,lexible Automation- IRobots

yes
no
no

Universal Tooling
Special Tooling

yes
110

Operati.ng Conditions

Change Over yes

Number of Different Parts >100

Labor Content

Medium
Volume,

yes
yes
no
no
no
yes

yes
no
yes

yes
no

yes

110·210

Low

High
Vo!lume

--I

no
no
yes
yes
no
yes

110

yes
yes

no
yes

no

11

Low

Annual Production Volumes 11-500 500-20,10100 > 1100,01010

When thevariation :in section is small. barstock
can be used economically for high-volume pro-
duction. Examples are screw machine parts,
shifter tail • spool valves, pins, etc.

fOllglings
Forging are used for medium- and high-

volume production, The fabricated form is made
as close as po sible to tile finish contour ·ofthe
part to reduce machining time and to keepthe

IRoberi Endo1y
i~S'yjlem~ Divis.ion Man-
ager III M.ondelll, JIIC., a
producer o] [lexible
mallujacluril!8 S stems
and ceils. Educated in
Holland . he is .Iht!author
of Geelr Hobbhli, Shall-
i!!g (lIIdSha vi,,,: published
by SME and a contributer
mGeqr Technqlpn
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Fig. 2 - Planet gear made from barstock.
---------

BARSTOCK
-...£.

SAW TURN OTHEIR
.J:V SliDE

L)

I

FIINI!SIHTURN I

'C'
ILOWVOI!.UME

OTIHEIR SliDE

Fig. 3 - Process planning sequence for turning of gear blanks.

TURN
COMPLETE

BARSTOCK
&-

38 o e ...R lECtiN-OlOGY

-
,

05.745

Fig. 4 - Transmission gear blank made from barslock lor low-volume and
from forging for medium- and high-volume.

amount of wasted material low, Forging toler-
ances are held within ±O.030" (0.8 mm) and
machining stockallowance is in the range of
0.080 to 0.120 per ide. The urfaee finish of
forged surface i ar-ound 500 micro-inches.

The advantages of forging. are:
•.Short machining times. The raw material i

shaped clo e to the final contour of the part and
exces . materia] can usually be removedin a
single turning pass.

• Less machining. Nonfunctional surfaces do
not require machining. Forging 'tolerance and
surface conditions permit usage of parts w.ith
surface in forged condition,

• Higher material strength due to the ori-
ented fiber and the compact material tructure.

• Easy to handle and transport.
The disadvantages of forgings are:
•. forgings have parting lines, draft angles

of 3 to 6°, and fla h trim mark which affect
looling performance.

.0 Higher material cost in dollars per unit
of weight.

• orgings require vendor tooling and
lead time.

Forgings are economically feasible even at
relatively low volumes of 500 to 1.000 pieces
per year ..Vendor tooling cost for drop forging
and upset forgings commonly used for gears
and shaft. can be written off over a few iheu-
and pieces.

Precision hot forgings or fla hless forgings
for automotive pans are produced on transfer
forging presses ..Precf ion forgings have mini-
mum draft angle of 1/2 to 10 and no parting
Lines. Machining stock allowance i only 0.040"
(1.0 mm) and length and diameter dimensions
are held within ±O.OI2" (0.3 mm) tolerance.

ExCJ'us:ions
Cold extrusion is the most sophi. ticated

form of tough material which finds economic
application in high-volume production of auto-
motive parts.

The advantage. of extruded pans are:
.• Cia e tolerance control. Extrusion toler-

ance can be held within 0.005" (0.13 mm) on
the diameter and 0.060" ([.5 mm) overall length.

• Excellent surface finish. Cold extrusion
produces surfaces with finishe ranging between
32 and 125 rnicroinehes (0.8 and 3 rnrn),

• Improved mechanical propertie . The
work hardening effect of cold forming in-

MEII).IUMI VOLUME

ROUGH
TURN

FINI'SH TURN'
ONE SliDE

-JU
~,

-I

BAR STOCK
-l1-

'C'
IHIGH VOLUME.



creases the tensile strength and y.ield strength.
• Minimum wasted material beeau: e of tile

dose tolerances which call be held with extru-
. ion techniques.

• Machining aving . Extruded surface may
be u ed in the final product becau e they pro-
vide extremely smooth fini h and close toler-
ance control.

The disadvantages of extru ions are:
• Hlgh piece cost
• Very high vendor tooling CD t. Inve trnent

in equipment and tooling i vinuaUy never ju ti-
fled by low-and medium-volume production
requirements,

Exampl,es D.IBI'anking Oper,fltions
The following three examples of blanking

operations illustrate the principles explained in
this ection,

Example .1. A small. planet gear which. because
ohhe mall outside diameter and the uniformity
in section, is made mo t ecenomieally from
barstock (Fig. 2).

When a mall quantity of part i required ..a
for prototype work. the bar tock is sawed into
individual piece, and the part is turned com-
pletely in two' etups on at lathe (Fig. 3).

Short intermittent runs of' 500 to 2,000. pieces
are produced most effectively on a single spindle
CNC barchucker that performs the complete
rough and finish 'turning operation in one etup,

A mas .production manufacturer will utilize
a multi- pindle barchucker to perform the rough
turning operation, followed by two. eparate set-
up [Q fini h-turn both ide of the gear.

Example 2. Transmsssion gear blank made
from barstock for low-volume and from forging
for medium- and high-volume (Fig ..4).

The low-volume process consists of cutting
the bar rock to length and roughing and finishing
in two etups on a [allie (Fig. 5).

Medium-volume proces ing tarts with a
forging which is rough- and finish-turned in two
etups on a single-spindle CNC chucker,

To meet the required output per machine, the
high-volume process splits the turning opera-
tions in separate roughing and finishing setups
on multi pindle machine ..

Example 3. Pig. 6 illu trates at tran mi sian
countershaft with a gear on one end of the haft.

The low-volumeprocess starts with barstock
whilch i cut to lengthand prepared for turning
by facing both ends and drilling center holes

OPER10
SAW TO LENGTH

OPER 30
TURN
OTH,E:R sioe
-J:/ ..

I

OPEFl20
TURN ONE sIDe

..,jd
- 1

BARSTOCK

-&/.

---

'C'
LOW VOLUME

FORGING OPER 1'0 OP,EFl20
TURN .oNE SIDE TURN OTHE.R SIDE

, C~
&.. -:-=',

'C'
MEDIUMVO:I!.UME

FORGING OP,ER 10 .oPER 20 OPER 30 OPER 40
ROUGH TURN ROUGH TURN FINI'SHI TURN IFilNISH TIURN

&

HIGH V.QI..UME

Fig. 5 - Process planning sequence for turning of gear blanks.

I Fig. 6 . Transmission countershaft With a gear on one end ot the shaft.

(Pig. 7). TWD turning operations are planned to'
finish-tum the external contour of 'the part.
This is followed by aniaternal tuming opera-
tion on a checker where the psrti clamped and
located on the OUI ide diameter near the gear.
This example illustrates the inefficient mate-
rial. utilization of bar tock.as almost half the
material is wasted in chip removal.

MAY/JUNE IIIi2 39



------------------------------------------------------------------~--~--~----~--~.~----~~----------,.

400EAR TE.CHIOOLOOT

LOW VOLUME

BAR STOCK------------------4

OPER 10 - SAW TO LENGTH

~---.----------_1

OPER:20· ,FACE AND CENTEIR

HIGHVO:LIUME

E--EQ';"'.a
OP,ER 101
FACE AND CENTIER
-&"

9-------------- .....

..,£... OPEIA 30

81~ TURN STEM lEND

_------3
I·

'C' OPER 40
TURN GEAR I

-&.-8. OPIER:20 - COPY TURN
. ----. ----:=-K

,.

'C'
OPIEA 30
COPY TUAN

OPIEA 50

TU""'~A~~_,

~ .

C

~ OPER408_=N~C~DlA
'C'

OPEA SO - FINISH TURNIINTERNAL O,IA'S
-&

-

Fig. 7 - Process planningl sequence for blanking of shafts. I

MEDIUM VOLUME

-::==~F........~=R=GI=NG=,",,---__ ,3
OPIElA 10
FACE AND CENTER

'.0

-.JU OPEIA 206-=~"N ~
'2'

OPER 30
FINISH TUANIINTEANAL DIA'S

;)!I----- --------

The high-volume process starts with a forg-
ing which is faced and centered 011 both sides,
while the interaal diameters are roughed in th
same setup. Two copy turning operations tum
the external contour. The outside diameter near
tne gear i ground in operatioJll40 to control the
nmout ofthe diameter u ed as loca'tOrilllopera-
Ilion 50 (Fig. 7) and inthe gear cutting opera-
tion, which is not shown here.

A medium- olume proce s with fewer opera-
tion is pos ible by combining operations 30
and SOlin one setup. The external and intemal
diameter are rough- and fini. h-turned on OJ

CNC chucker in operation 30. Grinding of the
location diameter is not required, provided
good runout tolerance can be maintained in
nperatton 20. If operation 20 alsois p erformed
UI1 II' N lathe. [he 10 ation diameter can be
machined to close tolerances in one additional
finishing pass (Fig. 8) .• 1

Excerpted from Gear HQbbj"ll. Slmp;rrll &
Sh,n'illll by Robert Ellday. ©1990. SocielY of
Mmllljaclur.illg Engiueers, Dearborn, MI . .Re-
primed wilh permission. For illJarllla/ioll 011tbis
publication, L'1I11BOO-7J3-4SME.



Cost-Cutting ABCs

m 0" cutting. It', the
aerobics of the 90 for

I

busine es large and
small. More than just.

the late t buzzword or 90·
second flu b-in-the-panacea,
it's a survival technique,
Companies that aren't trim-
ming the fat now may not be
around in five year to regret
that they didn't,

But co t cutting i a lot
easier to talk about than 10 do.
Some cuts, like key person-
nel, can be a false economy;
milch of the waste may be
hidden; and maybe,as a man-
ager, youfeel you've cut costs
to the bone already. So how
to cut more, and where?

Onetechnique for gelling
the crucial information you
need to make effective cost
cuts isa sy uern called ABC
-Activity-Based Cost Man-
agement. Corporati.onslike
Tektronix, :IBM, Hewlett-
Packard. and Weyerbaeu er
are 1I ing thl y tern to find
the real costs of production.

ABC involves breaking
down the entire production
proces intosegment and
then, through analyzing di-
reel costs and through a pro-
cess of allocation, discover-
ing the co: ts and revenue
that are associated with each
tep ..The cycles of activity in

each step and how those

A Ilew appmach 10accounting - Acti'vity~.8ased
Cost Man.Bgement - can relleal hidden Bsse,tsand

lialJ'ilitles.

Lawrence M. Kohn

change over time are al 0

analyzed. The end result is
some solid intelligence about
what each step is cost'i:ng en a
per-unit basi .

"ABC mean YOIl have to
under tand your proces in
detai], not just labor and ma-
terials. but the particular
thorny piece - the overhead
and,indirect co. ts, The goal is
to understand all the things
you. have to do to produce a
unit - what the cost are, both
direct and indirect, for every
step of the way," says Steve
Duffy, Managing Director,
Managing Consulting Ser-
vices for Kenneth Leventhal
& Co., lUI accounting finn
with office in 13 ckie .

'WHAT YOU W.ANT
TD DD Irs GIVE TH'E
NUMBERS TIOITHE

IPEOP,LE IN THiE
PR,OC'ESS. WHO.

WHIENITHEV CHANGiE
THIEIIRIBEHAVlOR,

CAN AffECT TIHEM."

l\11\N AG EIVIENT 1\1AT'rERS
closely monitored. Now, ac-
cording to Business Week,
automation has cut hands-on
labor cost. to. 15% of manu-
facturing 'costs, and overhead
accounts for 55%. BUI the e
indirect costs are spread
acres all products using the
arne formula. As a re ult,

managers eldom know a
product's real cost, making
it difficult, if not impossible,
to trim them effectively.

ABC track the costs of
overhead functions .. every-

thing from R&n to advertis-
ing-and attaches ahem to the
prodacts and . ervtces that
use them. "What ABC gives
you," says Duffy, "is a fully
.loaded profit. and toss profile
of a unit on a manufacturing
basis." Thi profile, in tum.
make it easier for managers
to pinpoint places where cost-
cutting or improvedeffi-
ciency are called for.

Successful implementa-
tion of ABC requires a de-

Many of the e indirect
costs are overlooked by con-
ventional cost management
systems. which were devel-
oped at a time when direct
labor wa the main variable
co t of production, and,
hence, was the one most

Manalgl;ing ,al business
today iis hard work. L'et
"'IManslgeme!nt Mat-
tiers" lend a halnd.T,eUi
us what mana,g,ement
matters interest you.
Write to us at P.O. 80.x
1426 •. iElk Gilrove, IL.
160009, o,r eall our staff
at (708) 437-660'4.

Lawrence MI. Kohn
is president of Kolin
Communicarlons. a Los
Angetes-based marketing
and maltag;mll!nl

consultingfirm: He is a
K'riler 011business
subjects and a local
media perS(H!alit)'.

M,lVIJUNE



State-o'-the-.an, soUd stale ,electronics Ilmpr,oYe'
accuracy, rel.iabll'ity, ,durability .

This thoroughly modernized unit is a rectilinear higMesponse
replacement lor dated OEM electronics that permits direct conversion
(it mounts preciselyi~to ~our exis.ting lnstrurnents), The Moqel
Fl1000-1, recorder amfhfi~r Issold wrlh a companion pen motor with
thermaJ pen, NO MOR-= MESSY INK!'

.' Advanced Ie's. AI'sowill ,ada,plto,alii
• Fused output to, pen Imotor IllI'Itron IITW Inslrum,ents
• Thermal overload Iprotectlon- InstaUaUon i,nvour p'lant

Ph: 708..377,..2496 FAX. 708-377-254'6

e Call today for mforrnatlon or to let us certify your
equipment - Werner Gruenig, service manager.

OJ
MANUFACTURED GEAR & GAGE, INC.
P. O. Box 7155, EI~n, IL .s0121
CIRCLE A-19 on READER REP,l'll' CARD'
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tailed understanding of how
a company work and how
each product manufactured
is brought to market, step by
step. It requires the accoun-

tants to go out and visit. the
factory floor, and, even more
important, according to
Duffy, the entire production
Iteam to be really in touch
with the actual numbers in·
volved in manufacturing
the product

When a company decide
to implement the ABC ys-
tern. u ually the fir I. step is to
gather a team, including the
shop workers and the secre-
taries, to chart each step of
the manufacturing process.
from the beglnnlng of design
until the finished product i
delivered to the cu tomer.
These charts reveal which
steps add value to the prod-
uct, and which ones don't.
This knowledge then enable
a company to go 10 work on
reducing "hidden" costs.

Sound good. but how
much work- and expense - is
involved ill getting an ABC
system up and running? That
depends, ays Duffy ...... on
how far a company has al-
ready gone in leans of break-
ing down production and re-
ally allocating costs. Typi-
cally. thetighter a company
has been because of low profit
margins or keen competition,

"WiHAT .A!8e GilVES

YOU IS A FULLY
LOADED PROf',l ANID
LOSS PROFILE OF A

UNIT ONI A MANUFAC-
TURING BASIS,"

"The e initial steps can
be a false start, even though
the intentions are good," he
ay . "If YOl.l bringthe num-

bers people in and et them
up as a kind of separate orga-
nization, apart from the
people involved in the pro-
ducti 'lieprocess.you may just
add to the overhead."

What i needed instead is
a cohe ive, joint team of ac-
countant , management and
shop floor personnel. "What
you really want to do i give
the numbers 1.0 the people ill

the proce .who, when they
change their behavior, can
affect them:' . ays Duffy.

This empowerment of the
production staff is tile secret
to the success of ABC. "[Th is
system]. ..require thepeople
operating it to really be in
touch with the numbers. There
are an sore of views about
not letting the workers really
under land all of the costs
becau e they might figure
out. what the profit is, and

the easier it is." that might not motivate
And the difficulty of them," Duffy say . "But

implementing the system?
Not a lot if done properly.
Careful planning is the key,
Duffy suggest that creating
a. welthey situation between
the acceu nrant and the
manufacturing team could be
a serious mi take.

what you find at the best
companies is that kind of
information is power. You
can't expect people to help
your overall objective if
you don't give them the in-
formation. if they're not al-
lowed to see how their be-



havior in the production
process is taking nape in
term of real numbers.

"Once you give individu-
als reliable information
about the co t of their opera-
tion, and then track that in-
formation over time, then,
when you tate objective
about lowering co t ,you can
expect to see some results,"
he acids. "People will come
up with ideas about how to
improve performance. Basi-
cally you ... [convert] your
work force into men and
women who are not ju. t

working at jobs, but who re-
ally under Landthe costs as-
sociated with every action ."

Thi is not to belittle the
accounting funcnen, The ba-
ic number are an essential

beginning. but, "The way to
change behavior is to have
people that are doing the
work be sensitive to what
happens to co l when they
make changes ..J n effect you
have given them real time
power to be able to distin-
gui h which of their action
are efficient and which are
not," ,ays Duffy.

But cost cutting is not the
only advantage [0 ABC. The

.A'BC BEGIINS WITH
fO'RMINGA T,EAM

TH!AT ICH_A_RTSEACH
STEP Of THIE MIA'NU-

IFA.'CTURINIGP,ROCESS
FROM THIE IBEGIN~
N,IN'G OF DESIGiN

UlNTlt TiHE.FINISHED
IPRODUCTIS

DIEUVEiRED'TO THE
CUS;TOMER.

same lind of analysis can give
managers an effective tool to
ju tify fresh investment .
Many limes managers know
an investment should be
made. but more traditional ac-
counting sy terns can't de-
liver hard numbers to demon-

trate why. For example. an
ABC system can reveal the
Ilidden co l~in storing raw
material and moving them
about the factory, thereby
helping a manager to justify
investment in a system to re-
duce quantities held in rem-

porary torage.
AB can also help make

accurate bids for job. Some
computer model u Jng this
system can predict which ac-
ti vities will be needed to com-
plere a particular job. 0 man-
agement can predict more
accurately what an acceptable
profit margin should be.

While AD is relatively
new and unfamiliar to many,
Steve Duffy sees it as be-

coming more common in the
1990s, "I think more compa-
nie will focus on this. MUIlY
economists ore predicting
relatively low growth in the
9R. which Is really a func-
tion of the high debt levels
we have in this country.
When you have that kind of
burden and relatively low
margins and less money for
inve: tment, then 'companies
are going to find that their
bottornline improvement i
going to come less from rev-
enue growth and market
hare. and more from hold-

ing their costs down. [ think
these kind of ystems and
the products that help imple-
ment them have a. good fu-
ture in the near term," •

OUR ECO'N'OMIC CRISIS
A comprehensive look at our dedin~g ~onomy.

and clear solutions to avert econormc disaster,
BY

JOSEPH L. ARVIN
·Y ou see i. lot of writing on this topic ... not many a.ut:hof5
make as much sense as Joe Arvin."

John .McCarroDi
Fi".m;ia/ Editor, ChiC2g<l lhbun.

• Joe Arvin cuts through the confusion, .. his analysis and
solutions make perfect sense, Everyone needs to read this!"

Phil Kingsley
Editor,l'ow Tr.m"",wio.1l Duigll dJpzin~

"J endorse everything joe has said in 'Our Economic Crisis'."
Cui E. Overton
CEO, On-rron Gar &; Tool Corpor.lrion

"Our Economic Crisis' is a Hi·pagc essay which examines the causes
of om current ec-onomic problems and outlines. essemial corrective
actions for reform of the lJ,S~economy.

,I\}; president of Arrow GC;II Company. Joseph Arvin is Oil the front
line of the economic battle {acing American industry. Drawing from this
perspective, Mr. Arvin presents a clear and concise gameplan for
returning U.S, ind1!Stry'[0 the vital po lure that it once had.

'OUf Economic Crisis' was produced with the endorsement of 28
other gear manufacturers, suppliers and users. II ha received w.idespread
acclaim by both individuals and industry leaders.

To order yOI!1" copy of the euay thal bas informed
hundreds of concerned Americans, send a check or
money order for S2.oo per copy 10:

~RYSTAL ]MAGE PRODUCTIONS, We.
5240 S. Bdmoru .Rd..

Downers Grove. ll.. 60515

•
In one

DESIIGNI
SOFTWARE

How does i.t work?
FIRS

You define tor each
parameter, such a ratio,
center distance. pressure
angle. etc .. a convenient

set of values that you are
really able to use.

SECOND '
You define your perfor-
mance needs regarding

Pining Life. Bending Life-,
Scoring Probability,

Reliability Level and
Operating Condition.

THIRD
You wait a few .eecnds
until diseng finds out the
best solution within your

particular possibilities.
C
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'TiCN Performance Case History

HOBBIN,G ----------.
10011:

HSS Hob
Workpi.ete' !Malerlial.:

AISI51115
P,erformallce,: (Gears Cut)

Uncoated 500
TiN Coated! 1.000
lieN Coated 2,000
lieN Reground .. 1,500

UNCOATED

5001 II
Gears

Cut

B.lliERS
TiCH

You've Seen The Power Of -iN Gold ..•
Now Experience The Added
Performanc-e Of TiCN Blue!
BaJzers Titanium Carbonitride
coaling (TlCN) isa high
performance PVC thin film
coatingl that represents the
technology of the 90's.
liCN has features similar to
TiN but with enhanced nard-
ness, toughness and lubricity
which provides many toofing
,applications with lncreasee
tool life andefficiencles.

The ,outstanding high
performance of iBalzers liON
ooaling can clearly Mseen in
the gear cuttingl example'shown
here. As signifiCant isthe
performance of the reground tool
without the need to recoat.
TRIAL EVAILUATIONi
Balzers can provide, a frialeval-
uatton coating to,analyze the
potential performance; benefits
that TICN can provide tor your
gear cuttingl application. .
Call us toll free for details at

Or request Balzers Application
Guidelines and Case History Folder.

BALZERS
-nooL CIOATIING INC.
001 Erie Avenue. NOIIh Tonawanda, NY 14120
Phone': 116-693·8557 • Fill.: 716-695--1995
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,CALENDAR
MAY]4·-16
AGMA Annual Meeting. Hyan Re-
g,ency Scottsdale. Scott dale. AZ. This
year' new workshops include "Financ-
ing a Growing Company" and "Using
the Baldrige Award Criteria for TQM."
For more information, contact AGMA
Headquarters. (703) 684-02 t 1.

JUNE 3-4
AGMA Technical Education Seminar .
Radi 011 Hotel Detroit Airport,
Romulus, MI. June 3 - Gear Failure
Analysis. led by Bob Errichello, June 4
- Bearing Failure Analysis ..led by huck
Moyer. For more information. contact
AGMA Headquarters, (703)684-02 i[.

SEPTEMBER 9-11
Gear Noi e Symposium, Ohio State
University. Columbus. DH. Three-day
cour e covering all aspects of gear
noise. For more information, contact
Carol J. Bird, Conference Coordinator.
(614) 292-3204 or Dr .. Donald R.
Houser at (6 [4) 292-5860.

INFAC ,COURSE MATERIALS
Ba ed all a course in gear design taugln
at ILlinois In titate of Technology. lhi
material is designed for u e by instruc-
tors [0 develop a variety of courses.
depending on time availableand type
of students. Materials include a de-
tailed outline of the course, homework,
examination questions and an wers,
viewgraphs, hard copy of texts, and
other materials on the course and its
presentasion. For more information,
contact Cynthia Spoor, [NFAC, (312)
567·46H or fax (31.2) 567-4329.



CNC GRINDING WHEEL
PROFILER

The FORMASTER'S two axis design U ing extra precision pre-
loadedbearing ways, precision lead screws with constant pre-load, linear scales for po ition
feedback, electronically eommutated servo motors, and rotary diamond dressing wheel.
provides form dressing accuracy to within. ± .OO()]!! (O.OO2mm)on conventional or super
abrasive grinding wheels. The FORMASlER can dramatically reduce wheel dressing time
and 00 u, reduce gri~dillgwheel COD_umption, and reduce scrap, Andlhe FORMASTER i
easy to install on most. grilldillg rna hine . Normae also offers Fe based off-line oftware
for automatically generating eire sing programs for modified involute gear toolh forms.

Circle the canl/or free information or
call today to ,arrange a demorl9lmdon

~DRMAS>
INCORPORATED

P.O. BOX 691 AIRPORT ROAD INDUSTRlAL IPARK I ARDEN. NC2871)1 USA I TEL: (71)1)884-1002 I TEI.EJ(; 57-7437 NOfIMAC HEVL I FAX: (704)6&4-1384

P.O. BOX207 I 720 E. BASElINE ROAD I NOOTHVIUWE. t.114816:7 USA I ra, (313)349-21)44 I FAX: (313) 349-1440
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FHLIOWS GEA_RMEASURING
IINVIOLUJ,I: -liEAD -IINDEX - ICOMPOSITE

AlIRCRAfT QUALITY REBUIUIINIG
I(lOIN Sarisfacrion Guaruniced

Accuracy and Operation

COMPUTE IF,IEW SEA,VU::E
" Calibration and Certification

" Instrument Evaluation, Repair, and Transport
i" Certilicmicn to Mrl-STD, Traceable to N,I.S,T,

NIEW!
1

I

t/ Thermal Writing System fer
I- Fellows 114FPRL Red Liner

t/ Econom i,:ul Rcbu iId and Redesig II
tor your Fellows 12 RL & 24, RL

t/ Gear Cornposire COmpYI r Anal,y<;j_
- Syvtcm

CALL US TODA,V IFIIR IMDRE INFDRMATIONI

,a IF" I Profile Enginecnng Inc. I
100 River Street

~~~
Springfield, VT US 156

,t.( l {., scz. RRS-9 171>
Fax 8U2-R85-3745

--

SERVICE

IGeartSNResearch
Institute

An In titute of ASME and AGMA

.' Cooperative Pre-Competitive
Research

• Multi-Client
TopicallResearch

• Single Client Research
& Problem Solving

• Individual & Corporate
Membership

• A Non-Profit Activity In Support
of U,S, GeaJ Producers

1944 niveTsHy Lane Usl'e. IL 60532
708!14~·0660 FAX 70!ll2,U-0662
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HEAT TREATING

IContour I'ndu,ction
Hardeninlg S:p,e!cia,liists

,S-Ur. .helical and bellel -ears-p-. . .. .' - - .(1 .

Our gear hardening equipment
mcludes 4 NATCO submerged
process machines and 3 AJAX
eNC·controlled gear scanning
machines. We can also tool 10
meet any production naed,
Write for a free broc hUra.

American Metal Tlreating ICompany
1043:East 62nd Street
Cleveland, OHI 44103

(216)4311-4492
fax: (216) 431·1508

GEAR TOOTH
'GIRINDING SERVICES

• Production and Prototype Gllantities
• Specialists in Gear Tooth Grinding
• Able to match delivery to your needs
• Gear Tooth Grinding Capacity to 27,5

inch pitch diameters
• All services to AGMA standards

CERTIIFIED GEAIR INSPECTION

PRO-GEAR: C'OMPANY, INC.
23 :Dick Road

O,epew, NY 14043
Phone (716) 1684-3811

Fax (716) 1684-770
Sales Reps, Wa nted
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CO'MPUTER AID'S
1

GEAR DOBBING SOFTWARE,. "HOBTOOL"TM
ew IBM-based software for speed & feed calculation 01 hobbing machines,

FOR:
Automatic calculation of cycle lime & machining data.
Production data management
Hob CUlling tool managemenl,

OFFERS:
Automatic AGMA or Dl classification based on speed and feeds,
Works w.ith old and ~ hobbing machines,
Interactive program allows automatic calculation of cycle lime, based
all number of threads, number of gashes, and diameter of hob 100L

For more information. please contact
Mr. Bill McElroy

GM'I p, O. Box 31038
. , I [.ndependence.OH 441.31

I Phone: (216) 642-0230.
_ _ __ Fax: (216) 642-0231

Rates: Line Classifled - per inch - $200. Classified Display - per inch (3" min.) IX- l(lO, JX-$1'50,6X-$140, Type will be set '10 advertisers layout
Of Gear Tectmologv will set type .:11 no,extra charge.
Payment: Full payment mUS1.accompany classified ads, Send check or Vi afMas1en:ardlAmerican Express number and expiration dale [0: Gear
Technology. P.O.Bol'( 1426. Elk Grove Village, IL. 60009. gency Commission: No agency commis ion on cla sifieds, Materials Deadline: Ads
must be received by the 251h of the month, IIWO months prior 10 publication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the righ1 110 accept or reject classified
udvertisements at his di cretion.
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SERVICE I

cI,

,

SP[RAL
BEVEL

GEARS

• Range up to 16 mod - 850 mm die.
• Machine with special large spindle bore 8"
o Small batch quan1ity
• Early delivery
• Angular spiral bevels
o Formate cutting of large diameter gears lor

prototype
o Aedesign 01spiral syS1emsavailable
• Maintenance requirement can be maelsfrom

your samples
• Can make' drawing from sample

,CALIFORNIA BEVEL GEARS INC.
1,660 Mabury Road

San Jose, CA 95133
406-258-7212

fax 408-.258-7335
Sales reps wanted

We're Moving June 1. See our new address In
next Issue Of GEAR TECHNOLOGY.

C'IRCLE A·31 on, 'READER RE'PL.Y CARD

Ground Gear
Speci,alists

• Relshauer IRZ300E gear
grinders

• Manufacturing spur, helical,
and pump gears

• To AGMA Class 15 with
crowning

'.' Nital etch inspection
• Charting available

941 Military Rd., Buffalo, NY 14217
Phone: (716) 874-3131 Fax: (716) 874-9003,
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To ,advertise,
.,

Illn

Gear Technology

call
(1'08) 437-6604

HELP WANTED

MANUFACTUFUNG
GEAR 'EINGIINEER

A major manu.facturing operation
in Indianapolis, Indiana, has an
immediate need for an experienced
manufacturing gear engineer.

Extensive' experience in gear
manufacturing & development is
required, witih emp'hasis on
manufacturing processes of
gears and splines. Candidates
should also possess afamiliarity
with metal cutting tooling., ma-
chine capabilities, and heat treat
requirements. Gear design
knowledge is desirable.

POSITION WANTED

Competitive salaries assured,
along with an outstanding benefit
package which includes: insur-
anoe, liberal vacencn, retirement,
stock purchase, and relocation
asslstanee.

SALES
MACHINE TOOLS and
CUTTING TOOLS for the
manufacture of gears. Gear
manufacturing or engineering
experience preferred over sales
experience. Territory: Iowa
and partial HI'inois.

Please contact:
Box JT
P.O_ Box 1426
Gear Technology
ELk Grove, IL 60009_

Send IResume To;
Box QT
Box. 142.6
Gear Technology
Elk Grove Village, IL 60009

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
A leading worldwide drivetrain supplier of
off-highway equipment located in a desir-
able southenst _S_ locutlonis eurching for
au experienced parallel DAis gear specialist
(Spiral bevel gear knowledge is a plus.)
Hands-on experience in hobbing, shaping,
and shaving is u ilIUM. along with a general
understanding or gem grinding. The candi-
date must possess good project management
skills and have experience in the justification
and installation of new capital equiprneru.
The successful candidnrc will be an aggres-
sive, highly motivated individual with a,

miniumum of 7 yearsexperience and have a,
BSME or equivalent. For consideration.
please submit your resume and salary re-
qujrement~ 10;

MANAGER. OF ENGIi'iEERISC: $75.000. Design,
Mrg.. Eng., Product Engrncenng, Torque Conveners.
~1AU!'ACTUII:ING IlNGI!\ll:I>:R: 545.0011.Tooling.Pre-
cc~~ Truublevhccriug. Spur arid Helical Gear!!..
PLANT MA' AG.:R: Fluid DnveCouplings, 220 employ-
ee, Degrccd. 570/Bonus.
V.P. OPERATIONS: Gear Grinding Start-up. S65.000.
Dnvefines and Axles.
Cotuncr: Ann Hunsucker. Excel Associalc", P. O. Box 520.
Co,Un va, TN 3801 M_or call (901) 757-~61lO, !'...., (<)01)
7j4-2~Q6.

Box RT
I P. O. Box 1426

Gear Technology
Elk Grove Village. IL 60009
An equal opportunity employer.

e = tan? {P2-[(R.e Sin2'l1 ... y2)112 - RC - P inexj2 }(Re sin2'l1 + y2)1f2 .

[R~sin2'l1+ y2) 1/2- RC - pSill!);] Y
"Where can we break this equation?" asked our client .

"It's too long to fit on one line."
Our clients rely on us Iorcxpert content editing in mathematic, physics, and
accounting. Our clients know we work through every line of mathematical
derivations, veri fy numerical examples, fill in gaps in development, and check
figures, They call on us to write tests, problems, and irtstructor's notes, orne
want us to redraw figures or check math on galleys, and some just need us to
break an equation.

~chEdit_ for accurate math, physics, and accounting copy, (312) 973-5636

TeellEdit
1218 W. orth Shore Ave_
Chicago, IL 60626-5602
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ADV,ERTORIAL

Bourn & Koch
Machine Tool Company,

Rockford, lllinois
"Best Fit Solutions"

An old man once said that the best salesper-
sons are usuallythe ones that can help customers
find solutions to their problems. If salespersons are
to be of any help. they must be patient and listen so
they can understand the problem.

Problem- A manufacturer of construction
equipment had many Horizontal Barber-Colman
Spline Hobbing Machines, bobbing straight invo-
lute splines. parallel key splines and tapered root
splines .. His machines were in need of repair or
replacement. The flexibility of work flow required
that multiple spline with different numbers of
teeth. some crowned. needed to be bobbed without
tranferring to other machines.

Best Fit Selutien- A remanufacturing pro-
gram was started which involved rebuilding the
machines and retrofitting with CNC controls to
provide flexibility, crowning, double cutting, and
taper root hobbing capabilities.

When completed, the customer's first ma-
chine. a Barber-Colman 16-56 Hobbing Machine.

was able 1.0 110b several splines on the same shaft in
one cycle. and was also able to be used for Four
Pitch gear work, due 1.0 tile increased rigidity and
accuracy of the machine.

End Resuk-- The customer was able to mini-
mize set up time. while combining hobbing opera-
tions with improving thru-put of splines and gear
with less eqaipment in his bobbing department.

Problem- An Electric Clutch Manufacturer
was having all his splines hobbed thru ajob shop
and needed to have better control on his inventory I

by bringing all his work inside. Although his
blanking ability was state of the art, none of his
people had any hobbing experience.

Best Fit Solution- The preliminary solution
centered on getting into the Hobbing Busine s
with a used machine and developing the skill of
his people over a period of 3-5 years.

After several discus ioas, the final solution
was to purchase a used Barber-Col man 16-16
Hobbing Machine. remanufacture .it and retrofit
with CNC controls, supply precision work holding

arbors, collets and TIN coated hobsfor all his parts.
Training for machine operation, CNC pro-

gramming, maintenance and inspection was pro-
vided at the customer's plant. with asplinedesign,
processing, inspection and manufacturing emi-
nar provided six weeks after the machine was
placed in production.

End. Result- The customer who had been
reluctant to start his own hobbing department,
successfully leap frogged from the elementary
school level to the graduate chool level of JIT
pline hobbing with CNC technology with a

minimum inve tment.
Your BEST FIT SOLUTION may not be

as easy [.0 define as these but Bourn & Koch
industry recognized personnel will listen to your
problems to be sure they understand before recom-
mending the BEST FIT SOLUTlONS,

Purchaser of rile Barber-Cotma« Machi", Tool Division
2500 Kishwaukee Sf.

. Rockford, IL 61104
815/965·4013
Fax 815/965-0019
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W bedIer your bobbing requirements are small or l&rae,
short or Jooa. Jet Bourn & Koch's BEST FIT SOLtmONS

meet your needs and 'MmlS.
When a ~ Aerospace Eoaine Manufac:tuR.r required an

Ultra Precision Hobbina Macbinc for apIiDeI of Iocooel 718 and
MaraaiD& 2SO super alloy bip saaam steels, be selected die
Model6OCll CNC widl2S- Diamefa and 144- J..eoadt capacity.

Two ~ Vibraliao Dampener Steadyrest IAadina
Cradles wae UBed for loading and to assure optimwn finish and
lead quality.

Tbc Polymer Composik Balle wi1b Hardc:Ded and Ground
Ways, Power Hob Swivel with Automatic Clamp/Uuclamp,

Quick Cbaoge Hob Arbor wi1b Hydraulic Nut, Poww Tail
Stock Bracket with Hydraulic Cearer, paraaIeed die ANSI
Class S Quality.

One Side Crowning capIbiIily plVVided maximum ban
strenath by straight bobbiDa the ri&bt Bide of !be apIiDe IeIIb.
and save alipmeDl c1earaoce by crown bobIJIoa ... Iide of
the spine teeIb.

AI1houab ywr nquuen.- may not mqube die ~
able cfuuneten BDd peat IcqIbI of Ibis trpptiaIdoa. 4:
Koch wiD ~ die BBSTm SOLU'I1ONS tDhdp
you with your gear ..... mfactw:iua problems.



Because you understand
that process quality
is Imp,o~tant.,.,.

.. .and YOlllmOW'!hal.the SlWCCSSOfYOlJfentire gear manllfacturi~g
process can res! on the accuracy of a single part .... the master gear:
The master gear is the only piece ill any roll InspeotJ.on machine mal
makes melal-to-roctall contan with. your gear. It alone can determine
whether a gear is accepted! or rejected. And because the slightest error
can result in ignmc-ant additional. costs, it's vitally lmponant Ithat your
master gear deliver absolute precision .... 'lime after time.
One name ensures that degree ofmaster:.gearaccuracy ... RefiRing
Because they are the product of the highest quality standards and the
most advanced technology,. Red Ring master gears deliver the kind of
consistent performance that ensures the success of your ge-ar
mal'1Ufactufing process.

• EXPER:IlENCE
Ked Ring masLer gears are backed by ov r 60 years of gear design
Md mrumfacturmg experienoe.

• 'CNC MANUFACTIJRlNG
The Red Ring SF 6-Axis !(NCprecision gear grinder assures
consistent master-gear qtIality.

• .IN~HOUSE HEAT TREATING, CAPABILITIES
Our heal. treat proces allows us to maintain complete control. of
the manl.lfaatu ring process, and ensure conunued accuracy of
Red Ring master gears .

• , MASTER GEAR CNC INSPECTION
We uli.lizethe rnduslry's most advan.cedgear-inspeotiofl equlpment

• COM,PLETE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
l'pboldi~g the Red Ring commitment 10 provide master gears
produced to world-class standards,

N1ational Broa~ch&Mac~hineC,O"
GEARING TIIII WORllJ FOIl1fOMOIlROW

Setli~g .the h.t.gbesl ,quality s.tatulards for .mtIS.terge'Or aa:ur:aey.

17500TWENlY-THREE MILE ROAD' '. MT. CILEMENS, M[CHIGAN 48044 • 3W3-26lmoo -TELEX 23-04281NAl'BROACU MENS • fAX. 313-2,63-45,71
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